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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSI1Y
San Luis Obispo, California 93407
ACADEMIC SENATE
805.756.1258
MEETING OF TH E ACADEMIC SENATE

Tuesday, November 162010
UU220, 3:10 to 5:00pm
I.

Minutes: Approval of minutes for the Academic Senate meetings of September 17, October 5,
and October 26 2010 (pp. 2-22).

U.

Communication's) and Announcement(s):

III.

Regular Reports :
A.

Academ ic Senate C hair:

B.

President's Office:

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Provost:
Vice President for Student Affairs:
Statewide Senate:
CFA Campus President:
ASJ Representative:
Committee and Caucus Chairs:

lV.

Special Reportls):
A.
Jim Maraviglia: Update on MeA criteria, impact of AS 2401
B.
Brian Tietje: New roles for Continuing Education

V.

Consent Agenda :

VI.

Business Item(s):
A.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Resolution on Academic Senate Operating Procedures for Its Committees:

Executive Committee, second reading (pp. 23-27).
Resolution on Initiatives in Conflict with Cal Poly Mission Statement:
Executive Committee, second reading (p. 28).
Resolution on Academic Senate Fairness Board Description and Procedures:
Executi ve Committee, second reading (pp. 29-35).
Resolution on Academic Dishonesty: Cheating and Plagiarism Procedures:
Executi ve Committee, second reading (pp. 36-40).
Resolution on RYf Report: Graham Archer, chair of the Faculty Affairs
Committee, flrst reading (pp. 41·51).
Resolution on the Establishment of a Subcommittee oftbe Academic Senate
Curriculum Committee to Review Graduate Curricula: Executive Committee,
first reading (pp. 52-54).

VU.

Discussion Item(s):

vm.

Adjournment :
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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California 93407
ACADEMIC SENATE
MINUTES OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE

RETREAT
Friday, September 172010
UU 220, 1 :00 to 5:30pm
1.

Welcome: (Rachel Fernflores, Academic Senate Chair) The Chair welcomed attendees and
made brief introductions.

II.

Reports:
Interim President Robert Glidden and Provost Robert Kooh presented opening remarks.

111.

Presentation:

I. Short summary of some Senate activities this year: (Femflores) Senate committees
will join with WAse working groups to fonn joint task forces that will be drafting
resolutions on Integration and Student Learning, Learn by Doing, Strategic Plan, and the
Teacher-Scholar ModeL Some questions the Provost has asked the faculty to consider
include: Is the Strategic Plan, as it's written, something we, the faculty, want to execute?
What performance indicators do we think we should be measured by in our roles as
facu It y members?
Three additional task forces will be established in January 2011. One is the Assessment
Task Force. Its task is to make a recommendation for a university-wide assessment
project that the faculty can endorse. In fall all depmtments will bc asked to complete an
assessment activity worksheet showing how, or whether, the department's program
objectives align with university learning objectives. These will be used 10 detennine
what type of university-wide assessment project we need according to what we want to
asscss.
[The URL to the following documents, including the assessment activity worksheet that
will go out to aU departments, is provided for reference]:
http://academicsenate.calpoly.cduldocuments.html
University Leaming Objectivcs (ULO)· Program Learning Objcctives (PLO) Alignment Activity
Assessmcnt Activity Instructions
Assessment Activity Part I
Assessment Activity Part II

Hierarchy of Leaming Outcomes
ULO Presentation (powcr Point)

-3Other task forces to be formed later in the year are a General Education Task Force and
an Honor's Program Task Force.
2. Strategic Plan : (Fernflores) The Chair reviewed the key issues in the proposed Cal Poly
Strategic Plan. Erling Smith is the author of the proposed Plan. A strategic plan is
needed where all programs at the University can find themselves.

IV.

Assigned Activity:
An "Academic Senate Retreat Strategic Plan Act ivity" sheet was provided to each table
(attached). Each table was asked to discuss and provide a gro up answer to the questions
and definitions o n the activity sheet.

V.

Large group reporting of activity results:
Group answers were collected and organized (attached).

vr.

Adjournment: 5:00pm

v~=

Margaret Camuso
Academic Senate
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Strategic Plan Activity

Instructions:
Please appoint someone to record in this document the answers to the prompts below. In so recording. hit
"save" periodically.

Quick General Question:
I . What is the most effective way for the WASe-Senate task forces (Teacher-Scholar; Lcam-by-Doing;
Integration and Student Learning; Strategic Plan) to solicit and obtain faculty input?

Strategic Plan Questions:
2. What arc the three most important issues in the Strategic Plan on which faculty need to have an especially
strong voice? Why?

3. In genera~ a key performance indicator (KPI) is a measurable parameter used by an organization to
determine how well it is achieving its goals. What arc the top three KPls that should we measure to
determine how well we are achieving the goals in the Strategic Plan? Why?

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive word-smithing, please attempt to define the following in a way that is inclusive of all
academic programs wc otTer:

•

"comprehensive polytechnic university"

•

" Iearn-by-doing"

•

"teacher-scho lar"

•

"all majors are polytechnic and produce whole-system thinkers"

-5Academic Senate Retreat
Strategic Plan Activity Responses
September 17,2010
(Note: there was no ''Table 8)

Tab le t
Quick General Question:
4.

What is the most effective way for the WASC·Senate task forces (Teacher·Scholar; Lcanl-by-Doillg; Integration and Student
Learning; Strategic Plan) 10 solicit and obtain faculty input?

Brainstonn Session:
•
•
•

Email
Surveys (web-based, e.g. Survey Monkey) - need to be time appropriate, e.g. 5 minutes
15 minutes at II department meeting can discuss one concept or two; give them a "precursor" email (could be Survey
Monkey) beforehand so people can be prepared
Blackboard
8riefca.'ic function in Zimbra to share documents
Identify liaisons in each deparlnH.:nt who may already be worlc:ing on their department strategic plans
"Clicker" sessions (live meeting at which people re!>-pond to question via a clicker; "ask the audience" approach

•
•
•

•

Final Recommendation:
•

Hybrid approach - Give opportunity for independent thinking by sqliticing f(."(.-dback via web-based survey, e.g. Survcy
Monkey. Someone from the dl.-partment presents the rl.'Suits during a department meeting. Give the results in two forms 
( I) how the department responded to the survey and (2) how Ihe university as a whole responded to the survey. Provides an
opportunity to see the alignment between the department and university. Objective of the survey along with gelling
independent feedback is for the survey to be a precursor and introduce the topics to be further discussed at the department
mecting at which there is discussion in attcmplto get additional feedback .

Strategic Plan Questions:
5.

What are the three Illost important issues in the Strategic Plan on which faculty need to have an especially strong voice? Why?
•

What is the definition and role o f professional development fur faculty in relation to the mission of the campus? (What
counts as professional development ?) Is it enhancing the pr~tlge oCthe university, is it 10 provide funds for the university, is
it to enhnce sludl."Jlt leam ing? How much ofa role should profcssiollll i development play in RPT!

•

WhAt is our most important product/customer at our institution? For example. is it knowledge or is it knowledgeable
students? (low do we strike the balance between individual facuity achievement and studcnt·focus. Is it the faculty or the
graduated students who make the reputation of our institution? What do we va lue?

•

Key performance indicators for the strategic plan. Need 10 be careful of the behavior thai kcy performance indicators can
create, 50 they nre not orthogonal to the goal.

Why:
•

6.

"Ine faculty and staff are In the trenches with our "product" which is our students. Because of the day-Io-day interactions
with students, faculty and staff Are especially attuned to addrc3sing these issues.

In general, It key performance indicator (KP I) is a measurable parameter used by an organization to determine how well it is
achieving its goals. What arc the top three KPls thai should we measure to detenninc how well we arc achieving the goals in the
Strategic Plan? Why'!
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•

Number and availability ofjobs and employment rate ofgradu3tes

•

Student and faculty ratio with the caveat of how do you calculate for faculty that don', teach full-time.

•

Preparedness ofour graduates for not only their chosen profession but also as excellent communicators and logical and
analytical thinkers with leadership qualities, the ability to think and converse outside ofthcir fields, and cross-cultural

competency.
•

Salaries of graduates in rclauon to the cost of their education, e.g. what is a graduate making 5 years into their career in
comparsion 10 how much was spent on their education at Cal Poly. How docs it compare to other institutions?

•

Alumni support of university - oat just in dollars, but participation and engagement through gins, projects, hiring graduates,
legacy students, etc.

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive wortl-smithing, please attempllo define the following ill a way that is inclusive of all academic programs we afTer:
•

"comprehensive polytechnic university"

See KPI #3 - excellent communicators and logical and analytical thinkers with leadership qualities, the
ability to think and converse outside of their respective fields, and cross-cultural competency.
•

"Icam-by-doing"

Labs. projects, work experience, require sma·ll class sizes, maintain close faculty-student interaction
•

"all majors arc polytechnic and produce whole-system thinkers"

Acknowledging the intellectual, emotional, and spiritual components of all of us, which are
manisfestations of our humanity.
•

"Teacher-scholar"

The role ofschoJarship is to keep faculty engaged in their original fie ld as we ll as keeping current, keeps
"creative juices" flowing, and enhances their job in the classroom. Can bring projects onto campus.
There is scho larship in teaching itself and that needs to be acknowledged - to teach is to leam twice.
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Academic Senate Retreat
Strategic Plan Activity
Table 2
Quick General Question:
I.

What is the most effective way for the WASe-Senate task forces (Teacher-Scholar; Leam-by-Doing; Integration and Student
Learning; Strategic Plan) to solicit and obtain faculty input'!
•

Surveys. Two ways: one more quantitative and one morc qlllliitative. Quantitative: n survey with specific questions testing
certain passages. Qualitative: open-ended responses to questions.

Strategic Plan Questions:
2.

What are the three most important issues in the Strategic Plan on which faculty need to have an especially strong voice'! Why'!
•
•
•
•

Teacher-Scholar Model. Everybody has a different definition.
All majors are polytechnic.
Restoring economically viability.
All things thaI bear directly on faculty.

In general, a key perfonnance indicator (KPI) is a measurable parameter used by an organization to de({.'rmine how wcll it is
achieving its goals. What arc the top three KPls that should we measure to determine how well we are achieving the goals in the
Strategic Plan? Why?

3.

•

Teacher-Scholar Model: dollars in funding, numlx,-r of publications both measure only the scholar side. TSM fu(;tor: total
dollars x total publications I total SCUs.

•

Student learning. Wcighing brain mass of cntering freshmen and comparing it 10 graduating seniors.

•

All majors are polytechnic. Comprehensive range of programs. Ratio of A&S to professional or its inverse. Number of
programs that require calculus. P factor: number of math and science credit hours divided by total credit hours in eac h
program

•

Restoring economic viability: Student to faculty ratio.

•

Diversity: demograph.ics of students and faculty/staff.

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive word-smithing, plellse attcmpt to define the following in a way that is inclusive of all academic programs we offer:
•

"comprchensive polytechnic university"
Integrated knowledge'! Comprehensive modifies polytechnic, or polytechnic modified comprehensive? Comprchcnsive
mea.ns breadth of discipl ines. Cultural and tcchnicallitemcy for all majors. Multi-lingual ill It disciplinary sense. Cf.
engineering studies.

•

" Ieam-by-doing"
Knowledge is put into thc context orrc::lcvant experience. To actively practice your discipline. An fluthentic performa nce in
lhc discipline that reflect the real performance ofpeoplc with a certain expertise in UIC world.

•

"all majors art:: polytechn ic and produce whole-system thinkers"

-8
llislorically. the campus has been defined by a polytechnic "club" to which only a fewcollegb belonged. All majors arc
polytechnic means thai e\'t1)' majOr has a place in our idenuly. Whole s)'Stem thinkers: STEAM- the arts have theIr place in
STEM. St'tillg probl('nL~ and solutions in conlexts. The dam .$ an Uaml)le _ \ '('1")' good in the narrow sense of making
wilier alld power but ,"cry bad in tcrms of the larger ttolog) . Etology as an inlporlalll word. An ecology of knowledge
as.l modtl unh'crsicy.

-9 Academic Senate Ret reat
Strategic Plan Activity
Table3

Quick Genera l Q uestio n:
I.

What is the most effuctive way for the WASC-Senate task forces {Teacher-Scholar: Leam-by-Doing; Integration and Student
Leaming; Strategic Plan} to solicit and obtain fuculty input?
IfWASC document already defined teacher/scholar, shouldn't we use lhis infonnation nlready, aren't we running in circles?
Did the previous collection method used by WASC work or nOI work'! Dido', they collect in formation already via a vacuum
cleaning process?
Dedicate IUne in a department meeting, alleas! Y.r hour
Department level is best, not individual. don', go deeper than department
Certain departmcllIs have PhD track in add ilion to Practitioner Track. in addi lion 10 ScholarMip of Teaching
lnvolve the staff in these discussions, best way to get them is through Scnators and Senate committees
More focus groups, not a vacuum cleaner approach

•

•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Plan Qu estions:
2. What are the three most important issues in thc Strategic Plan on which fucullY need to have an especially strong voice? Why?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
3_

Please include Staff in this question
The opposite question is important, what is the LEAST important part, we think saying "Nation's premier comprehensive
poly... " seems a bit silly if we are a group of one or two. So what?
Should we be trying to aUract the BEST THINKERS? Not the best GPA students
We need to establish the tracking progress that we are going to usc. 'illis is super important because we need to know how
we are going to know if we are successful?
Economic viability is very imponant. Without it we cannot function
Under the VISION statement, wc did not see "Ilow do we view ourselves" wc see primarily "How do others view us". The
VISION is critical, do we recognize greatness ourselves? What does a great institution look like? What do we want to be'!
We currently are very, very good, no need to change many things. Perhaps our vision is not 10 change too much .
Can we take any student. not simply the best incoming student. but any student. and can we have them become CAPABLE If
they moved through our system.
Can we be a MORE AGILE program? This requi res money lind we need to have a 1: 16 studcnt ratio.
Rcsource alloclltion, resources must be aligned with our cxpectations towa rds grcatness and thoughtfully distributed
Thcrefore GREATNESS, AGILITY, ECONOM IC STRENGTH

In general, a key pcrfonnance indicator (KPl) is a measurable parameter used by lin organization to determine how well it is
achieving its goals. What are the top three KP ls that should we measure to determine how well we are achieving the goals in the
Strategic Plan'! Why'!
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

There is a problem with GRADU1\. TION RATE perCtlnlages. In EnginCt.'ring, many students are disqualified. that is 8
good thing because we don't want to push through evcryone, this is a life safuty issue
A minimum GPA for a department is a good KJ'J
Placement ofour students who do graduate is important. They are highly sough! aRcr. Another KPI is "how do our
grads advance in theIr careers five to ten years out?"
Depth and breadth and quality of individual student experiences must be mapped
Are our students happy? Did they have a positive experience here on campus? Could an entrance interview and exit
interview be conducted?
Do we retain our stud{.·tlls? Retention is a good KPI
Whal is the quality of our students' progress? Is the quality of theIr experience increasing as they move through the
curriculum?
Publications by L'lCulty, especiall y with student co-authors! This is II bil dangerous because we nced the financial
support to

-10
•

Faculty retention and retention of professional staff Is the faculty and professional slaffhappy and satisfit.-d with their
experience? Is the faculty and professional staff d iverse?

Definition Requests:
Withou t obsessive word~smith i ng, please attempt to de fi ne the rollowing in a way that is inclusive orall academ ic programs we o ffer:
•

"comprehensive polytechnic university"
A pol ytechnic links theory to practice. Th ere must be a hand&-on aspect to the school. It is akill io a TRADE SCHOOL. or a
VOCAnONAL SCIIOOL. It is a place where you arc trained (hands on) and you learn skills. In Europe, the level of
intellectual ski lls is lower than here. Here polytechnic means thinking and doing. We are training professionals. We come
here because it is career oriented or profession oriented. 'Ibis is not necessarily a training for a spccifie tradc. One big hurdle
is that we admit them into a major as Freshman, this contributes to a TRADE SCHOO L men tality. This creates huge
problems in the definition ofTeacher/Scholar. A polytechnic must mean that studcnts arc trained to gain knowledge outside
lhe ir specialty. In Europe, a lot ofGE is done prior to entering the polytechnic, and a polytechn ic is an elite institution, not a
typical university. In Africa, a polytechnic is lower in prestige than a typical un iversity. So we might want to focus on
breadth and depth a T shapl.:d person. We need to emphasize the horizontal part o f the T, not just the deep teeth. Why is
ph ilosophy important at a polytechnic? What is it about the science ofphilosop hy that is o f val ue to all? The maslcr's
degree is important it is pari orour identity n ow. For an enginecr, the polytechnic ex perience is pretty casy to explain. But
what abo ut an Art Major at Cal Poly? What does a polytechnic mean to himlher? Perh aps they can apply chemistry, physics
etc that can infonn their art and provide linkages that students studying Art at an art school 11light never have. Students
sitting in a class outside their major should not ask "Why am I taking this course?" they should ask ';how can this course help
me in my major?" 111is is summarized as an INTENTIONAL EXPERIENCE. It is our intention to have engineers cOlmect
someh ow to liberal arts and vice versa, but we should emphasize the intentionality. Becoming an intellectual is one o f the
m issions ofa comprehensive polytcclmic. Cou ld there be more coherence across GEs and GEs to MAJO RS, either by
mapping learning outcomes or emphasizing intentionality.

•

"Iearn-by-doing"
Linking theory to practice it is so much more than hands-on. It is not simply [Jowing from theory to practice, it has to be
circular, practice must spin back to theory, wha t we learn in the lab/classroom colors what we learn in the world. Learning to
d o something by actually doing it, there is a trial and error atmosphere and provides an opportu nity for Stud<'11!s to BE
T AUG HT not simply to learn . A It:am by doing atmosphere a llows students to be ta ught. Studio environment is an excellent
model for this, students being guided by a mentor, yet lhey nrc allowed to cxperiment, fai l and then ultimately learn. lbe
mentor is really guiding the students who is really a coach. The students are going to actually do it. But how about a course
in differential equations? They won 't get th ere by trial and error, yet we can still guide th em in a varied experiential selling.
G ive th em opportun ity to practice thin kin g out loud, let them refl ect and speak and in tellectua ll y experience things in a
vibrant setting. Can thcy defend their position and arg ue intellectua lly? Can we do by learning'? Can we Learn by Thinking!
Learn by thinking is Philosoph y, not learning a trade.

•

"all majors are polytechnic and produce whole-system thinkers"
Destroy the myth thai polytech nic is solely the purview of engineering and architecture. Take An for example. they arc
hands-on, they are creativc. Musicians can also use physics to better understand their craft. This leads to a whole-systems
thinker: we don't want students to be fed, we want them to get to the point of using concepts not simply reiterating facts and
formul as. The whole system th in ker is actual ly" big part of our vision. In evcry polytechnic, the base line of a career
p rofession3 l comes from STEM proficiency. Ilow can engineering exist without science and TI1 3th '! Yet science and math
can exist without engineering! So they provide pieces ofa bigger picture. The word "Comprehensive Polytech nic" itscl f is
con troversial, can it be "TECIINIC" means CRAFT. Polytechnic means MANY CRAFT S. Go back to Greek defi nit ion.
We cannot change our name and we suspect that the word "comprehensive" is duct-taped on to POLYTECHN1C to satisfy a
w holc bunch ofconstituencies. A whole system thinker who does "learn by doi ng and learn by thinking" A T SHAPED
individua l expresses the intersection of Leam by Doing and Learn by Thinking"

•

T cacher/Scholar
Teacbc.rs who are involved in discipl ine specific in tel lectual pursui ts., but then link it back into their teaching. This is the
scholar sh ip o f discovery and the scholarship of teaching. Don't reduce the word sch olar to a narrow view of research.

-11Scholarship means growing in your discipline. This definition also applies to professional staffas well, yet they would have
to lmk it to their work, perhaps use lower case "t" in teacher/scholar. Everybody on this campus has an impact on our
students, even Ihe housekeepers.
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Strategic Plan Activity
Table 4
Quick General Question:
What is the most effective way for the WASC~Senate task forces (Teacher-Scholar, Lc.tm-by-Doing; Integration and Student
Learning; Strategic Plan) to solicit and obtain facully input?

I.

•

Email.

•

A fact-Io-face meeting involving food and possibly drinks include at least two committee members or a tape recorder

Strategic Plan Questions:
2.

W hat arc the three most important issues in the Strategic Plan on which faculty need to have an especially strong voice? Why?
•
•
•

3.

Creat ing an achievable vision statement because the current vision is unrealistic.
Connecting resources to vision and identity because ifsomelhing is not tlconomically viable, it is nol attainable.
Teacher Scholar Model because it has little presence in the current pilln and is increasingly being inserted into the RPT
process either implicitly or explicitly.

In general, a key performance mdicator (KPI) is a measurable parameter used by I\n organization to determine how well it is
achieving its goats. What arc the top three KPls that should we measurc to determinc how well we are achieving the goals in the
Strategic Plan? Why?
•
•

•

Employment rate at graduation and salary and position at 10 years out.
Alunmi satisfaction i.e., would you choose Cal Poly again, would you recommend Cal Poly to others, would you encourage
your children to attend Cal Poly
Ratio of money brought in vs. money spent in Advancement

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive word·smithing, please attempt to define the following in a way that is inclusive of all academic programs we offer:
•

"comprehensive polytechnic university"
we accept the Carnegie analysis g iven in the strategic plan

•

" Iearn·by·doing"
endorse definition in WASC CPR

•

"all majors are polytechnic and produce whole-system thinkers"
without consensus wc endorse as defined on page 16 of tile strategic plan

•

"teacher scholar model"
we endorse the definition given on Administrative Bulletin 85·2 dated February 22, 1985 (page 3)
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Academic Senate Retreat
Strategic Plan Activity
Table 5

Quick General Question:
What is the most effective way for the WASe-Senale task forcC$ (TcachCf".Scholar; Leam-by-Doing; Integration and Student
Learning; Strategic Plan) to solicit and obtain faculty input?

1.

•

Electronic surveys, dirccted department discussion and the Senate floor

Strategic Plan Questions:
Whal are the three most important issues in the Strategic Plan on which fileu1ty need to have an especially strong voice? Why?

2.

•
•
•
•
•

3.

Curriculum continue to be under recully control- most closely associated wi th the studen t educational needs
Allocation ofrcsourccs-faculty retention for departmental research and teaching
Faculty need to have a SIrOllg voice in what professional development is
Alignment between faculty and adminislration goals for the University- cover the "What are the gaps between our vision,
mission, and our current position" situation
Program and assessmen t need to be very carefully tied to what it means 10 "implement institution-wide vision-driven and
evidence-based decision-making and continuous improvement"

In general, a kcy performance indicator (KPI) is a measurable parameter uscd by an organi7.3tion to determinc how well it is
achieving its goals. What arc the top three KPls that should we measure to determine how well we aTe achieving the goals in the
Strategic Plan? Why?
Job placement rate
Measures ofgraduatioll success against other peer un iversitics.
Cost 10 degrcc
student functionality 6 months post-hire

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive word-smithing. please attempt to define the following in a way that is inclusive of all acadcmic programs we offer:
•

"comprehensive polytechnic university"
All stuck:nis have tcchnical exposure price to graduation and they have to have comprehensive liberal arts exposure

Two defmitions that need to be conjoined or make it "comprehensive, po lytechnic university"
•

"Ieam-by-doing"

Is the core of our po lytechnic identity
•

"teacher-scholar"

•

"all majors arc polytechnic and produce whole-system thinkers"

All majors support the polytechnic vision and thereby produce whole system thinkers
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Strategic Plan Activity
Table 6
Quick General Question:
I.

What is the most effective way for the WASC·Scnate task forces (Teacher-Scholar; Lcam-by-Ooing; Integration and Studl::nt
Learning; Strategic Plan) to solicit and obtain faculty input?
•

Be specific in the issuclquestion asked (i.e. no opcn-ended ideas vei led in the premise of "what do you think ... ")

•

Define it first to then lead to strengthening/challenging ideas

•

Individualize at grassroots JcvcJ ~ send memlx:rs to departments/colleges to gaugclsolicit input

Strategic Plan Questions:
What are the three most imponanl issues in !he Strategic Plan on wh ich faculty need to have an especially strong voicc? Why?

2.

•
•
•
•

3.

Role and measurement o f research productivity in RTP; TeachcriScholar - where does service rank within this model",
Where is Teacher/Scholar/Citizen within th is definition?
What specific direelion does the vision statement do in terms ofmoving us forward ; what does it mean for the future in terms
of action items; form & function
Understand the realistic and the constraining aspects oflhe tcacher/scholar definition
Demands ofLeam by Doing on individual course delivery Ilow docs that definition trickle down from university, college,
department, program and course.

In general, a key performance indicator (KP I) is a measurable parameter used by an organ ization to determine how well it is
achieving its goals. What arc the top three KPls that should we measure to determine how well we are achieving the goa ls i.n the
Strategic Plan? Wily?
•
•

•

Ranking and Program recognition - premier is embedded in vision
Qualify of graduates - depth of knowledge lind breadth of skills: our vision is founded in the "products" we deliver. Also.
making sure that assessment isn't painting us into a "No Child Left Behind" comer; not simply about an objective test/skill
set. Measure of quality also based upon their career beyond the ephemeral (employers 5, 10. 15 years out).
Quality of faculty and facilities proofis in the resources to produce the vision

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive word-smithing, please attempt to define the following in a way thai is inclusive of all academic programs we ofTer:
•

"comprehensive polytechnic lUliversi ty"

Kllowlel/geable across divisions - multilingual ill discipline.\' ofleaming, a comprehensive polyteclmic
wliver~'ity is defined as specialized di!J'ciplilles collabol'llting together to produce studellls balanced ill
the techllical, humanities alld !Jdelltijic fields wilh all eye toward graduating creators alld illllovator.\·
versus employees and workers.
•

"Ieam- by-doing"

Leam-by-doing is the initiation of theory into practice - emphasizing tile creatioll of teaching environments
geared loward providing studems with varying skills sets in urear life and ureal" career application.
•

" teacher/scllolar"

Teacher/Scholars are professors, pushing the envelope of knowledge. who continue to learn and produce work within their fields
with a scnse of quality reciprocity towards enhancing student/course learning.

-15

•

"all majors arc polytechnic and produce whole-system thinkers"
How about all majors arc COMPREl lENSIVE polytechnic .. th us sec above

Or
Every Cal Poly student should be balanced in th e technica l, humanities and scienlific fields.

-1 6Academic Senate Retrea t
Strategic Plan Activity
T able 8
Quick Genera l Questi on:
What is the most effective way for the WASe-Scnale task forces (Teacher-Scholar; Lt::lIm-by-Doing; Integration and Student
Learning; Strategic Plan) to solicit and obtain faculty input?

1.

•

The most beneficial infonnalion can be obtained by focus groups ratht:r than surveys. (With the following caveat, that
d"."cisions will be made iffaculty do not provide input.) Send members afthe task force into department meetings.

Strategic Pla n Questions:
2.

What arc the thrcc most important issues in the Strategic Plan on which faculty need to have an especially strong voice? Why'!
•

•
•
•

3.

Assessment - Faculty are those w ho know best about w hat is happening in the c1ussroom and how to assess performance and
outcomes. Graduation is too gross and simplistic to be an effective indicator. Assessment should occur on multiple levels.
Programs that have external accreditation will include that data as well. Faculty should be able to propose and implement
assessment tools from the grass roots rather than a top-down approach 10 assessment.
Teacher Scholar Model - DcvcJoping an instinnion that promotes and sustains the teacher-scholar model. (Ocar definition
about what scholarship is at Ca l Poly across different col1egcs and departments.)
Vision - Role of faculty in developing vision.
Decisions - Is there a place for faculty in the decisions. More specifical1y, faculty input on how decisions regarding budgets
and a\localion arc made.

In general. a key performance indicator (KPI) is a measurable parameter used by an organization to determine how well it is
achieving its goals. What are the top three KPIs that should we measure to determine how well we arc achieving the goals in the
Strategic P lan? Why'!
•
•
•
•

Tracking ofratio of housing costs to median faculty salary, private univerSities, community eollege--issue of retention and
attraction of qua lily faculty. Question of spousals hires and how that affeclS hiring new faeuhy.
KPI for faculty excdlence - !aculty production, patents, etc.
KP I for advising effectiveness and benefits
Arcas that cmphasize education (stogie and multi subject) how many are in education and of those how many in California.

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive word-smithing, please attempt to defi ne the following in a way that is inclusive of a ll academic programs we otTer:
•

"comprehensive polytechnic university'
Every professional student will have a balance of arts. sck'llces, and humanities; cvery arts., sci(:nces, and humanities student
will have a balance ofprofessional programs.

•

"teacher scholar"
Faculty who embrace active participation in both teaching and scholarship; meaningful student engagement in faculty
scholarl y activillCS; inclusion of scholarship in tcaching 10 create vibrant learning experiences for students.

•

" learn-by-daing"
Synthetic endeavor combimng applied and conccptuallearning.

•

"all majors are polytechnic and produce whole-system thinkers"
True.
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Table 9
Quick General Question:
What is the most effective way for the WASC·Senale task forces (rcachCT-SchoJar; Leam-by-Doing; Integration and Student
lcaming; Strategic Plan) 10 solicit and obtain faculty input?

I.

•
•

Wiki for faculty to access
Department Omits - solicit faculty input

•

Survey

•
•

Open Forum
Focus group (in person or Elluminatc)

Strategic Plan Questions:
What arc the three most important issues in the Strategic Plan on which faculty nc<."(i to have an especially stroog voice? Why?

2.

•
•
•

Gainirlg specificity in definition of"comprchensivc polytechnic" and "premier",
Can each faculty member and staff find a way to contribute 10 the review process'!
Address the issue of whether or not every major should be "Polyte<:hnic"

In general. a key performance indicator (KPJ) is a measurable parameter u~ by an organization to determine how well it is
achieving its goals. What are thc top three KPIs that should we measurc to determine how well we are achieving the goals in the
Strategic Plan'! Why'!

3.

•

•

Goal: Increase bJlcgralion and intedinking ...
Measure cross disciplinary work -number of students doing cross disciplinary projects I Faculty appoinuncnts in multiple
colleges

Goal: Build on a core Learn ...
Track job placement

•

survey alumni

GOlll: Adopt Gild implement comprehensive enrol/ment management
Variance of enrollment

Definition Requests:
Without obsessive word-smithing, please attempt to define the following in a way that is inclusive orall academic programs wc otTer:
•

"comprehensivc polyt(,'Chnie university" (aspirational)
Historical emphasis in technical fields -currently inclusive ofhwnanitie.<; and other fields - Unrealized potcntial of
integrating across disciplines

•

"Icam-by-doing"

Provide learning environment that combines practical challenges and theory to prepare graduates to be
immediately contributing members of their profession and corrununity.
•

"all majors 8rc polyt(''(;itlllc and producc whole-systcm thinkers"
We do not believe that all departments arc polytechnic given that we are II compreh(,'tlsivc polytechnic.

•

Teacher Scholar

-18 Balance between leaching and scholarship
A model which allows faculty to engage in activities which enhance the learning environment of students.
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CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
Sao Luis Obispo, California 93407
ACADEMIC SENATE
MINUTES OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE
Tuesday, October 5 2010
UU 220, 3: 10 to 5:00pm
I.

Minuteli: Nonc.

If.

Commuuication(s) and Announcement(s): None.

II r.

Reports :
A
Academic Senate Chair: (FcrnOorcs) The Chair gave a PowerPoint presentation as
introduction to new senators re Senate processes: duties of Senate officers, staff, caucus
chairs. and senators; ftrst and second readings of resolutions; Senate attendance
requirements; etc. She also reviewed new procedures for curriculum appea ls. The Chair
summarized several matters that will come before the Senate this academic year.
B.
President's Office: (Howard-Greene) 'nlC search for a new President is underway. Campus
forums with the finalists arc anticipated for the week of November 29. Appointment of a
new President is expected to be made before the end of the calendar year. Dan Howard
Greene announced his retiremcnt at the end of Dccember. He will be greatly missed.
C.
Provost : (Koob) The budget news is good. $106m was received in one-time restoration
funds; however, there is an expectation by the Chancellor'S Office that the money will be
used to increase admissions. We have received about 500 transfer student applications.
About 25% are eligib le. About 50 Dew students will be admitled at the beginning of winter
quarter.
D.
Vice President for Student Affairs: (Morton) The Alcohol Education I Ia ndbook is now
avai lable at the Health Center website:
http://www.studeutlirc.calpoly.cdulclub:.portsJlil~/ Alcohol Education Ilnndbonk.pdf
It contains helpful infonnatiOll about a lcohol use/abuse, resources, and related issues.
E.
Statewide Senate: (Foroohar) Several resolutions are already before the Academic Senate
CSU Ihis academic year. (loCascio) The statewide Academic Affairs Commiltee is looking
at two issues: (I] dual degrees, and [2J on-campus mental health assistance for returning
veteran students.
F.
CFA Campus Pres ident: (Thorncroft) Governor Schwarzencgger has veto cd SB 330.
This bill would have req uired toundations and other auxiliary nOll-profits connected
with the State's public universities and co lleges to make their handling of money

and other operat ions more transparent and accountable to the public.
G.

II.

TV.

ASI Reprc.<i:cntatlvc: (Storelli) ASI President, Sarah StoreH i, introduced herself and AS I
Board of Director Chair, Natalia Walicki. ASI is close to its goal of registering 10% of
students to vote. The deadline is October 18. Cal Poly is well ahead of other campuses.
Committee and Caucus Chairs : None.

Special Report(s):
Jim Keese, Academic Senate representative to the Academic Council for lnternational Programs
(ACLP), gave a PowerPoint presentation on CSU International Programs (!P). T his is a one year
program for students to study abroad in one of 16 countries. Cal Poly has 69 students enrolled for
20 J 0-201 J, the third largest enrollment in the CSU. Programs arc ava ilable for students in all
majors.

-20Consent Agenda :
The following curriculu m proposals were approved by consent:
ASClIBIQIBMED 593 Stem Cell Research Internship (5) supv
ASCVOIOIBMED 594 Applications in Stem Cell Research (2) I sem, and supv
BID 534 Principles of Stem Cell Biology (2) 2 sem
CPElEE 13l Digital Design (4) lIce, I lab
CP ElEE 233 Computer Design and Assembly Language Progrnmming (4) 3 Icc, I lab

GSIl573 Marketing Research (4) 41ec
Stem Cell Research Specialization. MS Biomedical Engi neering
Stem Cell Research Spcc ia li.mtion, MS Biological Sciences

VI.

Business Item(s) :
A
Resolution on Clarifying Academic Program and Institutional Assessment: First
reading. The Chair introduced the resolution and su mmarized its recommendations. The
Academic Senate will oversee un iversity·levcl assessment. Facully involved in assessment
activities may report stich servicc as an appropriate form o f teachi ng, scho larship, or
service. Resolution will return as a second reading item.
S.
Resolution on Acadcmic Senat e Opcrating Procedures for Its Committee-iii: First
reading. T he currcnt operating procedures for Academic Senate committees arc outdated. In
add ition, there is no bylaws provision allowing electronic communications for committee
deliberations. This resolution recommends procedures for physical and electronic meetings.
Resolut ion wi ll return as a second reading item.
C.
R esolutio n on Modification to the Bylaws of the Academic S enate to Allow for
Electronic Voting : First reading. This resolution allows both paper and electronic elect ions
to be used by the Academic Senate. Resolution will return as a second reading item.
D.
Resolution on Modification to Acadcmic Program Review Procedures: First reading.
When program review moved from the Academic Senate to Academic Programs, the
Executive Committee rctained its position as final approvcr [or a program's internal
revicwer. This step has not provided value-added oversig ht and often delays thc start of a
review. The resolution eliminates the E.t(ecutive Committee's role of approving internal
reviewers but adds a provision for annual summaries to the Academic Senate o n the
findings o f academ ic programs that underwent review in tha t year. Resolution will return as
a second reading item.

VU.

Discussion Itcm(s):

V it I.

Adjournment : 4:43pm

Pr~by:

y J:;:::::<1;:>

Margaret Camuso
Academic Senate

CALIFORNIA POLYTECilNlC STATE UNIVERSITY
Sa n Luis Obispo, CA 93407
ACADEMIC SENATE
MINUTES OF
The Academic Senate
Tuesday, October 26, 20JO
UU 220, 3:10.to 5:00pm
1.

Minutes: none.

11.

Communications and Announcements: none.

fII.

Regular Reports:
A.
Academic Senate C hair: Fcmfl ores a nnounced a request from the CSU to nominate faculty for the CSU
Faculty Trustee pos it ion. T he faculty trustee's work is very important to the university . T he CSU has not
had a representative since 2009. Update on WASC Task Forces: (a) Integration and St udent Learning 
had free-form discussions and now members are working together on the content of their resolution (b)
Strategic Plan - has an outline for their resolution but want more campus feedback (c) Teacher-Scholar 
has sta rted writing their resolution and have genera l agreement o n how to proceed.

IV.

B.

President's Office: Howard-Greene reported that the Presidentia l search is under way following the same
protocol as last spring. The Search Comm.ittee and Campus Advisory Committee mct last week to penlse
applicat ions. It is expected that the identity of the candidates wi ll bc kn own before the Thanksgiving
Holiday.

C.

Provost's Office: Koob annou nced that Cal Poly has received its 2010-2011 budget allocations from the
CSU. Cal Poly's enrollment target was increased to 16,463 FTES, an increase or 4.9% over the initial
target of 15,702 FTES. The good news is that therc is enough funding for some restoration and to assure
that no layoffs w ill take place. The Sustain P roject ~ there is interest in c reating a project-based learning
program on the campus. Participants must follow Academic Senate and university niles on how courses
are approved for registration. Nothing has been dec ided at this timc.

D.

Vice President for Studcnt Affairs: Morton announced t hat Jenna Bush-Hager wi ll be the first speaker in
this year's Provocative Perspective series of talks. T he talk starts at 8:00 am on Thursday, November 18.
T he Division o f Student AfFairs has been instrumental over the last years in sponsoring this event.

E.

Statewide Senators: nonc.

F.

CFA Campus President: Thorncroft reported that bargaining is a very unstable process and recently
facu lty eligible for equity increase received about 117 ofwhallhey would have receivcd.

G.

AS J: Walicki reported that the UU Advisory Board is working on obtaining feedback [rom faculty and
students about what they would like 10 sec in the new R ce Center.

IT.

Committcc Chair(s): Stephcns reported on the timelinc to fi ll the pos it io n of Assistant Vice Provost for
University Adv ising. Applications are being reviewed until November 22, phonc interviews will take
placc January 13 to the 20, and on-campus interviews from January 27 to Febnlary 10.

Special Repor t:
T al Scrive n : report on Academic Pro bation/Dis qua lification (APfD Q) : T he discussed policy is availablc at
[ hI tp:llwww.catalog.ealpoly.edu/ 2009pubcatlacad slds.pdf]

V.

VI.

Consent Agenda: The follow ing courses were appr~\.itd: CPR 509 Professional Development, CSC/CPA 105
Fundamentals of Computer Science, and MU 328 Women in Music.
Business Items:
011 Academic Assessment at the Program and University Levels (l<~ernflores/GibertifKeesey) :
rem flores, Academic Senate chair, presented this resolution, which addresses program and university
assessment, not individual courses, as a way of assessing whether collective efforts are working. M /SIP to
approve the resolution.

A. Resolution

13. Resolution on Academic Senate Operating Procedures for its Committees (Executive Committee):

FemOores, Academic Senate c ha ~r, presented this resolution, which slates that modifications to sections
Vm.D and VUI. E of the By/aw~' 0/ the Academic Senate supersede AS-306-89 "Resolution to Provide a
Generic Set of Operating Procedures for Academic Senate Standing and Ad Hoc Committees" M/SIP to
postpone discussion.
C. Resolution on Modification to the Bylaws of the Academic Senate to Allow for Electronic Voting
(Executive Committee): Femflores, Academi c Senate chair, presented this resol ution, which modi ties
sections III.A and UI. A.S of the By/aM' 0/ the Academic Senate to allow for electronic voting. MiSfP to
approve the resolution.

D. Resolution on Modification to Academic Program Review Procedures (Executive Committee):
Femflorcs, Academic Sena te chair, presented this resolution, which removes tbe Academic Senate Executive
Commiltec as the fi nal approving body of interna l reviewers for academic programs reviews. M/S/P to
approve the resolution.
E. Resolution on lnitiatives in Conflict with Cal Poly Mission Statement (Executive Committee):
FernHores, Academ ic Senate chai r, presented this resolution, which proposes a process for faculty to have
complaints beard about initiatives perceived to be in conflict with the Cal Poly Mission Statement. M /SfP to
approve the resolution.
F. Resolution on Academic Senate Fairness Board Description and Procedures (Executive Committee):
Shapiro, Fairness Board member, presented this resolution, which requests that the Academic Senate orCal
Poly endorse the revised Fairness Board Description and Procedures. Resolution will retum as a second
reading item.
G. Resolution on Academic Dishonesty: Cheating and Plagiarism Procedures (Executive Committee):
Femflores, Academic Senate chair, presented this resolution, which requests that the Academic Senate of Cal
Poly endorse the revised Academic Dishonesty: Cheating and Plagiarism. Resolution will return as a second
reading item.

VII.

Discussion Item: none.

VI II.

Adjoununent: meeting was adjourned at 4:50 pm.

Submitted by.

?;?,-----zZ--z /
@la~,!J.s @re3er,!J.
Academic Senate
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RESOLUTION ON ACADEMIC SENATE
OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR ITS COMMITTEES
I
2

WHEREAS, The current set of operating procedures for Academic Senate standing and ad hoc
committees was adopted in 1989 as Reso lution AS~306-89 (attached); and

3
4
5

WHEREAS , The procedures outlined in AS-306-89 contain outdated infonnation; and

6
7
8
9

WHEREAS,

New operating procedures arc needed that confonn to changes made to the
By/aws ofthe Academic Senate, Section VIII.D "Operating Procedures" and to
acknowledge the widespread use ofclectronic communications for conunittce
delibcrations~ and

WHEREAS,

Confusion over the definition of"meeting" has occurred due to the widespread use

10

II

of electronic communications for committee deliberations, and providing a
definition of"mecling" will improve the reading of bylaws section VlII.D,
"Operating Procedures"; and

12
J3

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

WH EREAS.

Robert '.~ Rules o(Ol'del' lU" editiull requires that efforts to conduct the
deliberative proce.~'i by asynchronous means Cnot all <It the s<lme time> must be
expressly authorized by the organization's bylaws and suppo rted by standing rules
since many procedures common to parliamentary law arc not applicable; therefore
be it

R.ESOLVED : That Acadcmic Resolution AS·306-89, "Resolution to Provide a Generic Set of
Operating Procedures for Academic Senate Standing and Ad Hoc Committees" be
rcpealed; and be it further
RESOLVED: That the operating procedures appearing in section VIII.D of the Bylaws o/the
Academic Senate supersedc AS·306-89; and be it further

28
29

30

RESOLVED: That the attached modifications to section~ VIII.D and VIlLE of the Bylaws of the
Academic Senate bc adopted by the Academic Senate orCal Poly.
Proposed by: Academic Senate Executivc Corrunittee
Date:
September 2 1 2010
Revised:
October 19 20 10
Revised:
November 2 20 I 0
Revised :
November 2 2010
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Bylaws of the Academic Senate
VIII.D.

[COMMITTEES:] OPERAT ING PROCEDURES

Operating procedures for Academic Senate standing and ad hoc committees arc as follow s:

A committee meeting is defined as a deliberative gathering of individuals

either physically or

electronically, as appropriate-for the purpose of reviewing. discuss ing or deciding on
matters assigned by the Academic Senate Executive Committee. Electronic meetings are

appropriate where simple. stra ightforward decisions can be considered. They do not lend
themselves to items that need detailed discussion and the exploration of options.
Meetings shan be ca lled at the discretion or tlle committee chair or upon the request oflhree
members ortile committee. Committees are required to meet at least once pcr quarter during
the schoo l year.
Special rules and procedures must be approved by the Execut ive COlluniLtec. included in the
committee's description and on file with the Academic Senate office.

VIII.D.I Physical Meetings
I . A simple majority (51 %) of the voting members shall constitute a quorum for a meeting. A

quorum is required to conduct business.

2.

Gh.aiFpeFS8n~t·il the ene ef-tRe-acaeeFRie-YeaF:-ln the event that a chair must miss a
meeting, slhe shall appoint a substitute chair for that meeting.

3.

~~.lI-be-ealle<l-a!-the-di_~r "pea
reEjuest-ef.,l!ree-meH'lbeffl
ef4.Re..c-&mlruHee..G&mm-iltees ar.e-r-eE}tl-ife6-I:&-meet-al-ieast-enee-per-Etl:lal1eHiufiAg4He

fl,.

ssJ::l&e.j....year. Regular meetings shaH be scheduled during nom1a1 work hours.
4. Notification of meetings shall be sent by the committee chair at least three working days
before the meeting date. Committees may establish regular meeting times. Upon
committee agreement. a regular meeting time shall constitute notice.
5. Members may not vote by proxy.
6. A vote by the majority of the voting members attending a meeting shall be the decision of
the committee.
7. Minutes shall be kept for each meeting and a copy trans mitted to the Academic Senate
office.
&----Speeta1-Rlles-aA4-pr~lu Fes-H~ust--be-a~l'e.ved by the 6:leel:lt·ive-GommiUee, iAelude9--iA
the ee mmittee's desel'ift1ioFl, and en Ble with tHe Aeaeemie Senate e·ffice:

VII1.D.2 Electron ic Meetings Ce-meetings and e-consultations)
I. A simole-maier-itv (51 %) efthe veting-metngefs-.shaU-e&ast·itl:lte a

8I:1GftlHH6F-BH-e

flleeting:-A--e-l:lefliffl-iS=Fealtiree-I:&-c-eAduet-llHsillesS.
2. The decision to use an e-mecting sho uld be made with due regard to the nature orthe
work to be und ertaken. If a member of the committee objects to the use o fUll e-meeting
for a particular business it em. then the co mmittee shall discuss that matter at a phYSica l
meeting.
3. A variety of techno logies may be adopted as available. subject La the needs of the meeting
and compl iance with these procedures. No special requirements s hou ld be imposed 0 11
members other than havi ng suitable access to meeting communicat ions and documents.
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4. Committee e-mcetings are ooen to the publ ic and when a member of the public wishes to
attend. the committee shall make reasonable efforts to accommodate the attendance of
that person.
5. A vote by the maiority of the voting members o f tile committee shall be the decision of the
committee.
6. The chair of the committee shall:
a.
Contro l the committee's flow'ofbu smcss
h.
Maintain a currcnt list of members
c.
Provide a not ice of meeting with agenda and instructions for members
about what is required (e.g .. "members arc asked to read and co nsider each
item in the agenda. then Ivote. comment. recommend. etc. l''). Not ice shall
include a timeline for discussion and action
d.
MeJl!bet:sj;hall-feseetKi-HH'Ae--neHee-efmeetiruHHeieatiHg-tfleif:f)fesetlee
e.
The committee chair shan prepare a final record of each meeting (minutes)
and transmit a copy to the Academic Senate office
VIlI. E.

MEETINGS O PEN TO PUBLIC

Physical and electronic meetings of all committees, except those dealing with confidential
and/or personnel matters of individuals, shall be open. The time. place. and manner RAO-j}laee
of each meeting shall be announced i.n advance.

I3A(;I\f3[l()U~[)

MATI':I2IAL
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ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo . California
Background statement: The Academic Senate bylaws specify that each committee shall

have written operating procedures on file in the office of the Academic Senate. These are
to be reviewed by the Constitution and Bylaws Committee. The Constitution and Bylaws
Committee is prop osing this set of generic opl~.rati.ng procedures to assist committees in
meeting tb is requirement It could be accepted as a blanket procedure unless a committee
prefers to draft its own . This draft was accepted unanimously by the Constitution and
Bylaws Commitlee in January 1988 and affirmed by a vole of 6-0 on October 11. 1988. Vacant
membership on the committee included SArD, SSM, aod AS!.
AS- 306-S9fC&BC
RESOLUTION TO
PROVIDE A GENERIC SET OF OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR
ACADEMIC SENATE STANDING AND AD HOC COMMITTEES

WKEREAS .

Article VI[ Section D of the Academic Senate bylaws specify each committee
shall have a written set of operating procedures on file in the Senate offi ce;
and

WHEREAS .

A generic sel of procedures will be acceptable to many co.mm.ittees; and

WKEREAS .

Any committee requiring greater detall and specificity in operation can
propose and nave them accepted: therefore. be it

RESOLVED ,

That the generic operating procedures for Academic Senate committees
(attacned) be accepted .

Proposed By:
Constitution and Bylaws
Committee
November 1. 1988
Revised January 10. 1989

RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE A GENERIC SET OF OPERATING
PROCEDURES FOR ACADEMIC SENATE STANDING AWn AD HOC COMMITTEES

AS-306-S9/C&BC

Page Two
OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR ACADEMIC SENATE COMMITTEES
The committees of the Academic Senate, both standing and ad hoc , in compliance with
Article VII, Section D, of the bylaws must have an approved set of operating procedures on
file in the office of the Academic Senate. Excepting elected committees which must have
specific operating procedures approved by the Senate, committees may elect lO be
governed by these procedures or must develop and submit for approval the procedures
they will employ in the conduct of their charges.
1.

A simple majority of the voting members shaH constitute a quorum for a meetin g . A
quorum is required to conduct business.

2.

Chairpersons shall be elected by the majority vote at the first meeting of the
academic year caUed by the Chair of the Senate. Chairpersons serve until the end
of the academic year . In the event that a chairperson must miss a meeting, the
chairperson shaH appoint a s ubstitute chairperson for that meeting .

3.

Meetings shall be called at the discretion of the chairperson or upon the request of
three members of the committee. Committees are required to meet at least once per
quarter during the school year . Regular meetings shaH be scheduled during
normal work hours .

4.

Notification of meetings shall be sent by the chairperson at least three (3) working
days before the meeting date . Committees may establish regular meeting times.
Upon committee agreement, a regular meeting time shall constitute notice .
Decisions made at meetings may not be chaUenged for lack of proper notice either
if all members attend or if all sigo state men ts waiving the notice requiremen t .

5.

Decisions of the com mittee must be made at m.eetings in which the attending
members are in simultaneous communication with each other. This ex cludes
telephone polling of members unless accomplished with conference phone with all
members included.

6.

Mem.bers may not vote by proxy .

7.

A vote by the majority of the voting members attending a meeting sha11 be the
decision of the committee .

8.

Voting shall take place by a show of bands unless one attending member requests a
secret ballot. The record shall show the resulting vote.

9.

A committee report explaining the decision and noting the vote leading to the
decision of the committee shall be filed at the Academic Senate office . Minority
reports also may be filed with that office.
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ACADEMIC SENATE
of

CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, CA
AS-
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RESOLUTION ON fNITIATIVES IN CONFLlCf WITH
CAL POLY MISSION STATEMENT

I
2
3

WIlEREAS,

The 2007-2008 Academic Senate Chair gave an interim charge to the Research &
Professional Development Committee to "hear complaints from faculty about initiatives thai
are perceived to be in confl ict with Cal Poly's Mission Statement": and

WlIEREAS,

In spring, 2010, the Research & Professional Development Committee reported in its
committee procedures that the Academic Senate needs "to fiod a more pennanenl way to
resolve such concerns" due to the increased workload this would place on the committee; and

WHEREAS,

Perceived conflicts with the Cal Poly Mission Statement could cover a range of issues,
including, but not limited to, curriculum, faculty affairs, instruction, research; and

WIIEREAS,

A broad-based committee would provide a more inclusive perspective to deliberations of
perceived conflicts; therefore be il

RESOLVED:

That the followi ng procedure be adopted by the Academic Senate for Cal Poly:

4
5"
6
7

8
9
10

II
12

13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

When a proposed initiative is perceived to be in conflict with Ihe Cal Poly Mission
Statement, the malter will be documented by a senator who will bring the documentation
forward to the Academic Senate Chair. The Academic Senate Chai r wi ll engage in
consultati ve practices with lhe appropriate parties to detenninc if thc proposed initiative
needs to come to the Academic Senate Executive Committee for its consideration. If the
Academic Senate Executive Committee detennines thaI the matter is deserving of serious
considenHion, thcn the Academic Senate Executive Committee wiU fonn an ad hoc
committcc, comprised of chairs of all Academic Senate standing commillees to deliberate the
matter. The ad hoc committee will report its findings to the Executive Committee, and the
Executive Committee will dClcnnmc if such findings should be forwarded to the Academic
Senate, in the fonn of a resolution, for further deliberation. If the resolution is adopted by the
Academic Senate, it shall be forwarded to the University President for herlhis approval in
keeping with lhe Bylaws ofthe Academic Senate.

Proposed by: Academic Senate Executive Committee
Date:
October 12 20 10
Revised:
October 19 20 I 0
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Adopted:
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RESOLUTION ON ACADEMIC SENATE
FAIRNESS BOARD DESCRIPTION AND PROCEDURES

I

2

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly endorse the attached Fairness Board

Descn'ption and Procedures.

rroposed by: Academic Senale Executive Committee
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APPENDIX
(revision date 11.9.10)

FAIRNESS BOARD DESCRIPTIONAND PROCEDURES
Description
The Fairness Board (hereafter called the "Board") is one of the primary campus
groups concerned with providing "due process" of academically related matters
for students and instructors at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo, particularly in terms of studenUfaculty grading relationships . The Board
hears grade appeals based on the grievant's belief that the instructor has made a
mistake, shown bad faith or incompetence, or been unfair. Issues of cheating,
dishonesty, and plagiarism are addressed by the Office of Student Rights and
Responsibilities (OSRR). Grades received due to cheating, dishonesty, and/or
plagiarism cannot be appealed to the Board.
In grade appeals, the Board operates under the presumption that the grade
assigned was correct. The grievant must prove otherwise by a preponderance of
the evidence; in other words, the grievant must show that her/his version of the
events is more likely than not (equal to or greater than 51 percent probability) to
have occurred. Should the Board's members find in favor of the grievant, the
chair will recommend to the Provost that the grade be changed. In all cases, the
Board's authority is limited to actions consistent with campus and system policy.
A student who submits a grievance cannot receive a grade lower than the one

originally assigned.

In addition to grade grievances, the Board may hear grievances that do not
involve grade appeals and are not covered by existing policies administered by
other University offices.

Procedures
A.
The first and most often successful opportunity for resolving a grade
dispute occurs at the department level. Before initiating a grievance with
the Board, the student should first make an informal request for redress to
the course instructor. If a resolution cannot be reached , such request can
then be made to the instructor's department chair/head. If resolution
cannot be made at these levels, then later involvement by the Dean of
Students may occur.
Any student who still feels aggrieved after requesting relief from both the
instructor and instructor's department chair/head may initiate an appeal for
redress by writing to the chair of the Board. The Board chair may counsel
a student as to the relative merit of the case but must accept all written
complaints which are ultimately submitted. The written request shall be in
letter form. A copy of Fairness Board DeSCription and Procedures can be
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obtained from the 89aF~ Academic Senate website at
hUp:llacademicsenate.calpoly.edu or the student may request a copy from
the Board chair.
The student's leUer should contain all pertinent details of the situation.
including the name of the course, section, instructor, term in question , any
witnesses to be called , and the redress sought. All relevant documents
should be included as attachments, including items such as a course
grade determination handout, exams, papers, letters of support, etc. The
student has the responsibility of identifying evidence to overcome the
Board's presumption that the instructor's action was correct. As a
resource, the Board may request any pertinent documentation (historic or
current) from the OSRR. It is noted that decisions of the OSRR are
informational and nonbinding.
Within two weeks of receiving a written request , the Board chair will
OOA¥9A9 schedule a meeting of the Board on the earliest feasible date to
determine if the case may have merit. If the Board decides that the case
lacks merit, then the Board chair will forward to the student, within two
working days, notice that no further action will be taken unless the student
rebuts with new evidence. If the Board decides that the case may have
merit, then the following actions will take place:

1. Within two working days, the Board chair will forward a copy of the
student grievance leUer to the challenged party and request her/his
written reply to the Board chair within one week. The Board chair
will share a copy of any reply with the student grievant. The Board
chair will also send a copy of Fairness Board Description and
Procedures to the challenged party.
2. The Board chair will coordinate with the Academic Senate office to
make scheduling arrangements for the hearing which will take place
within two weeks of the Board's deciding that the case may have
merit, and will be conducted informally. At least six Board members
must be present before a hearing may begin , and the same six
members must be present for the full hearing.

3. When a hearing is scheduled, the Board chair will immediately
notify (through the Academic Senate office) the Board members
and the two principal parties.
4. Board members will recuse themselves from participation in any
case if they are a principal party in the grievance or if they feel they
cannot be impartial.
5. The Board will allow each principal party to be accompanied to the
hearing by a supportive advocate (a supportive advocate is not to
be an attorney or legal advisor , per Academic Senate resolution

AS-655-07), call and question witnesses, and present exhibits. The
Board may ask for copies of any material it believes relevant to the
hearing. The student grievant will usually appear first. Each Board

2
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member may ask questions of either party or any witness. The
Board itself may call or recall witnesses. The Board will handle all
proceedings without undue delay, will keep a summary file of each
case, and will record the hearing. The Board will close the hearing
when salisfied that both sides have been fully heard.
6. In the event Ihe student fails to appear at the scheduled hearing,
the Board may dismiss the case.
7. Within two weeks after the hearing has been closed, the Board will
deliberate in private and will make a written summarization of the
facts of the case and of the Board's reasoning in its
recommendation to the Provost and the Chair of the Academic
Senate.
8. The Board chair will send a copy of its recommendation to each
principal parly, to the instructor's department, and to each Board
member.
9. Should any Board member(s) desire to file a minorily
recommendation , it will be attached to the Board's majority
recommendation.
10. Within two weeks after receiving the Board's recommendation, the
Provost will inform the Board and each principal party what action , if
any, has been taken . The Provost shall have final authorily
regarding any change of grade with the provision, however, that no
grade change will be made unless it is recommended by the Board .
If the recommendation of the Board is not accepted, the Provost
shall indicate the reason(s) why in writing to the Board.

B.

The hearings are closed to all persons except the Board and the two
principal parties and advisors. Witnesses, if any, shall be present only
when testifying. No testimony shall be taken outside the hearing room , but
written statements from persons unable to attend are admissible.

C.

Students should ideally initiate any grade complaint within one quarter as
instructors are obligated to retain evaluation instruments (other than those
for which there was an announced opportunity for students to retrieve) for
only one quarter (Academic Senate resolution AS-247-87). However, the
Board will accept grievances for two quarters after an evaluation . If special
circumstances exist, such as when an instructor is on leave and not
available to the student, the Board may choose to entertain grievances
involving grades issued more than two quarters earlier.

D.

In the event a situation arises wherein the Board unanimously deems the
above rules inappropriate, the Board will modify its procedures to ensure
that fairness prevails. Furthermore, exceptions to these rules are possible
if the Board and both principal parties have no objections.

E.

In accordance with Executive Order 1037, at the end of every academic
year, the Board chair shall. report, in writing , to the Academic Senate Chair

3
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and the President the number of cases heard during that academic year
and the disposition of each such case. A copy of this report shall also be
filed annually with the University Registrar so that it is available for review
during the student records and registration audit.
Membership
One tenured or probationary faculty member from each college and Professional
Consultative Services (PCS) shall be appointed to the Board by the Academic
Senate Chair for two-year terms. Ex officio members are the Vice President for
Student Affairs or designee, and two student members selected by ASI , with no
less than junior standing and three consecutive quarters of attendance at Cal

Poly preceding appOintment. The Board chair shall be a member of the General
Faculty and shall be appointed in accordance with Article VIII.C of the Bylaws of
the Academic Senate.

4
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FAIRNESS BOARD DESCRIPTION AND PROCEDURES
ACADEM IC SENATE FAIRNESS BOARD PROC ESS
Unresolved problem exists between student and University
,j,

Student makes informal request for redress of problem with instructor of record; if
unresolved:
,j,

Student makes informal request for redress of problem with instructor's department
chair/head and possible involvement of Dean of Students; if unresolved:
,j,

Student may consult w ith chair of the Fairness Board on relative merit of case ; if
unresolved :
,j,

Student initiates appeal for redress by submission of written letter to Board chair. The

letter should:
(a) Identify the course name, section , term , and instructor
(b) State complaint and redress sought

(c) Indicate witnesses that may be called
(d) Summarize the efforts to resolve the problem with instructor and department
(e) Include copies of relevant documents such as course grade determination
handout, exams, papers, statements of support made by others, etc.
,j,

Within two weeks sf Qealtl Ghair's reseiJ* of receiving student's letter, the Board cha ir
schedules meeting of Fairness Board at earliest feasible date . F"a imess Board reviews
complaint and ~ermiRes if sase declares that case:

MAY HAVE MERIT

LACKS MERIT

Board requests written response from
instructor (within a week) and schedules a
hearing for the eaniest feasible date (within
two weeks). If a resolution to the problem
presents itself, the hearing may be
terminated . If no resolution seems

Within two working days of determination,
Board chair notifies student no further
action will be taken unless:
Student rebuts with new evidence

satisfactory to the Board and the principa l
parties , the hearing will lead§. to the Board
making a recommendation to the Provost
(within two weeks).

'"

MERIT

"

NO MERIT

5
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FAIRNESS BOARD DESCRIPTION AND PROCEDURES
ACADEM IC SENATE FAJRNESS BOARD PROCESS

I COm ment (Mill) : DeloItd -...-

Unresolved problem exists between student and )jniverSltyj
oj,

~tuden l makes in form al request for red ress of problem with Instructor of reco rd; if

unresolved:)

Comment ''''111) : TIli. S!Cp WI. ONf13Cd 10
.dlecllhc rn l'tep iddicalCd 1ft II>:! p-oeed....... a«1
A. Nowb="'~ """"' ........ dOOl ~ IndicIIo Ihc
ll_<IcIII i. 10 _
will> tke...... eli... .-,. ond
Ihoro ........ dI;, .tep ..... tklde4 oro fqliKcd.

oj,

!3ludent makes informal request for red ress of problem with Instructor's department
Chairl1lead and possible involvement of Dean of Students; If unreso'ved~
oj,

~ Iudent may consult with chair of the Fairness Board on relative merit of case; if

1

unresotved~

Commen t IMB4J: Stq> ................ ,.-dod

III ",Ikct

....._

"*'

in p(IOC.............

oj,

;:;ludenllnitiates appeal for redress by submission of written letter to Board chair. The
letter should:
tal
(bl
(e)
(d)
(e)

COmment [ MBS]: S.... mnoi......- .
/Iowt-..... ~aed"....-d.., IOlp., .. !mo:' lllr
......... - " .. tkl'~ _ _ 1IL

Identify the course name. section, term, and instructor
State complaint and redress sought

indicate witnesses thaI may be called
Summarize the efforts to resolve the problem with instructor and department
Include copies of relevant documents such as course grade determination
handout, exams, papers, statements of suppor1 made by others, etc.

I

oj,

Comment IMI6]: T..' ...... ins ooctll ,he .......
how""",,1M rnl lell........ rill won! o ( ..ch I,...
w. . . . . . litetI.

Within two weeks of Board chair's receipt of student's telter, Fairness Board reviews
complaint and determines if case:
A

HAVE MERIT

COmment 1... 117] : Fundamtutollylhc ......,
how",,"•. ~_do::d '0 ..fleel ......1b .....SC _d in
the PI<ltCO.orcs docu........

ACKS M R

~oard requests wrinen response from

lN~t h in two working days of determination,

Instructor (within a week) and schedules a
hearing (within two weeks). If a resolution
10 the problem presents itself, the hearing
may be terminated. If no resolution seems
satisfactory to the Board and the principal
parties, the hearing will lead to the Board
making a recommendation to the Provost
(within two weeks).

Board chair notifies student no further
acUon taken unless:1

Comment 1MB']: lnoerted olI!cmo'" locllfify
,",,",," ..dicaled"lhc p~ <b:umel&.

Student rebuts with new evidence

I Com ment IMBI ) : NoO""'Cet
~

MERIT

~

NO MERIT

s
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RESOLUTION ON ACADEMIC DISHONESTY:
CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM PROCEDURES

1

2

RESOLVED: That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly endorse the attached Academic Dishonesty:
Cheating and Plagiarism procedures.

Proposed by: Academic Senate Executive Committee

Date:

October 5 2010
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ACADEMIC DISHONESTY: CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM
684 Academic Dishonesty: Cheating and Plagiarism
The Un ivers ity w-ill does not condone academic cheating or plagiarism in any Fann. The
faculty is expected to uphold and support the highest academic standards in this matter.
Instructors should be diligent in reducing potential opportunities for academic cheating and
plagiarism to occur. Students' rights shall be ensured through attention to due process, as
detailed below.
684.1 Definition of Cheating
Cheating is defined as obtaining or attempting to obta in, or aid ing another to obtain cred it for
work, or any improvement in evaluation of perfonnance, by any dishonest or deceptive
means. Cheating includes, but is not limited to: lying; copying fro m another's tcst or
examination; discuss ion at any time of questions or answers on an examination or test , unless
such discussion is specifica lly authorized by the instructor; taking or receiving copies of an
exam without the permission of the instructor; using or displaying notes, "cheat sheets," or
other infonnation devices inappropriate to the prescribed test conditions; allowing someone
other than the officially enrolled student to represent samc.

68 4.2 Foliey SA Proced ure for Addressing Cheating
GheaHAg-f-eE}lol:ires,at-a-A'lffi illllol:R1; a~ssigtled-fe4he ass igRtnenl;-e*8m;-er-laski-tfle
OOI:Jf5e-grade-ska.J.l, at a miffilllwH, refle€HAe-ass igAea uF'; and--fuFt.hef-9H.eAdaHee-ln-the
eeIol:FSe-iSiff-ohibit-ed-at the iflSk:l:ieter~e-ffi.s!FHe!ef may assigftaH "F" eel:l:fse
grade-fe.t:...atr-meiaenee-e.f-eheat·iAg. 1-19wever.-if.a-stOOet~t-appeaI5 the e1-1aFge-eH";healing;--sAre
sRa1 I ee ~er-miHed-"Helfl~less-II_IH_ _ ISi'F6_-he-iAs""elGf-is
ebligated-tG--f:>laeB evieienee--ef-l·ke-eheat-ing-iA-Wfiti ng-be.feFe-+he-¥iee-J2.r-es-ideHk)·J:.8t.ooeflt.
A-ff8Ws-wiHHAe-e&pies-l&-t-he-del*lFl-nleflt-fl~he-st\:Kl-etd.!s-majef;-P·hys iea1-twideAee,

Gife\:lfftstaHt·ia l-ev-idenee;-etld-t:est-tI-l-le-ny-e-t:&bsep,tat-ieA-fl-lay ae meluBe4--Said-melneFaAdwfI
slmul<l--Aality 'he ski<leAHfla,--if.slhe-4eRies-el_iflg,ilA a~~.aI is pessiele-Hlf<>ugh ,h. om..
el'Stu<letll-Right-s-aAd-R<OSl'onsib iIi,••s (Og Rd~)-<>,,€e 'he ~el'""",,,A'-hea<l-&~H>e-eeurse-<>f
FCe&rei has aeeR-eO~~gaffi iRg-the--apJ*lah

a) Inst ructors should be confident that cheating has occurred: ifthere is any doubt the
student shou ld be consulted and/or additiona l infonnation so ught prior to taking action
for cheating.
b) The student should be notificd by memorandum of the instructor's determination that
cheat ing has occurred and the intended punishment. Said memorandum should notify the
student that if slhe denies cheating: (I) the department head of the course of record will
be given an opportunity to resolve the situation to the satisfaction of both part ies: and (2)
if the s ituation remains unresolved. an appea l of the finding of cheat ing (though not ortile
punishment if the finding of cheating is upheld) is availab le through the Office of
Student Rights and Responsibilities (OSRRl.
c) Cheating requires. at a minimum. an "F" assigned to the ass ignment. exam or task. and
this "P' must be reflected in the course grade. The instructo r may assign an "F" course
grade for an incidence of cheating.
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d) Irrespcctive of whether an appeal is made. the instll1ctO( is obligated to submit to the
OSRR director a Confidential Faculty Report of Academic Dishonesty, Physical
evidence. circumstantial evidence. and test imony of observation may be attached.
c) Ifan apneal is made. the grade assigned for cheating and the associated course grade
cannot be appealed to the Fairness Board should the OSRR conflI1T1 the incidence of
cheating.
f) The Vie" Pfesieeftl-efStuaeAt Affairs OSRR director shall determine ifanydisciplinary
action is required in addition to the assignment ofa failing grade. Disciplinary actions

which are possible include, but arc not limited to: required special counseling, special
paper or research assignments, loss of student teaching or research appointments,
remo val from a course. loss of membership in organizations, suspension or dismissal
from individual programs or from the University. The most severe of the possible actions
shall be reserved for grievous cheating o ffen ses or more than one offense by an
individua l.
684.3 Definition ofP lugiarism
Plagiarism is defined as the act of using the ideas or work of another person or persons as if
they were onc's own without giving proper credit to thc sourcc. Such an act is not plagiarism
jf it is ascertained that the ideas were arrived at through independent reasoning or logic or
where the thought or idea is common knowledge. Acknowledgement of an original author or
source must be made through appropriate rcfercnces; e.g.• quotation marks, footno tes, o r
commentary. Examples of plagiarism include but arc not limited to the following: the
submission ofa work, either in part or in whole completed by another; failure to give credit
for ideas, statements, facts or oonclusions which rightfully belong to another; failure to usc
quotation marks (or other means of setting apart. such as the use of indentation or a different
font si7.el when quoting directly from another, whether it be a paragraph, a sentence. or even
a part thereof~ close and lengthy paraphrasing of another's writing without credit or
originality; usc of another's project or progrijlTIS or part thercofwithout giving credit.
684.4 Peliey 8n Procedure for Addressing Plagiarism
a) Instructors should be confident that plagiarism has occurred; if there is any doubt, the
student shou ld be consulted andlor additio nal information sought prior to taking action
for plagiarism. Stl:ldent's riglw.;-sha11 be ensur-ed-t::hf&ugfi-attentien te dl:le pffiSeSS;
b) Plagiarism may be considered a fonn of cheating and therefore subject to the same po-liey
procedure which requires notification to the ¥tec-P-resideRt-et:student Affairs eRa
iHelOOes-pessible diseipliAaF)' aetian Esec:-SeetiaA 6~ OSRR director and. at a
minimum. an "F" assigned to the assignment. exam or task (Sec Section 684.2),
However. as-theFe-i1'lfty be a teehn-iea-l plagiarism wffietHs may be the result ofpoor
learning or poor attention to format, and may occur without any intent to deceive;
consequently some instructor discretion is appropriate. Ymiefo-SUch-cifewfistanses,
natifieutien ta the Viee r.r~t efStl:lElent- Affairs is-oot-req-uireEh Provided that there
was no obvious intent to deceive, an instructor may choose to counsel the student and
offer a remedy (within herlhis authority) which is less severe than that required for
cheating. (I f in doubt about her/his authority to offer a particular remedy. the instructor
should consult OSRR.l Even under thc......e circumstances. the instructor must submit to the
OSRR director a Confidentia l Faculty Report of Academ ic Dishonesty.
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c) An instructor may not penalize a student for plagiarism in any way without advising the
student by memorandum that a penalty is being imposed. The instructor should further

advise ""'HlfHl~I""'I-i5-t_Ie4Fe"gIHllO-GS~_he-<lepaFl_"'-llead-has-lleen
OOflsulteei Fegardi:Ag-the appeah the student in said memorandum that if s/he denies
committjng plagiarism: (J) the department head anile course of record will be given an
Q.P.:I)Qrtunity to resolve the sit uat ion to the satisfaction of both palties: and (2) if the
situation remains unresolved. an appeal oCtile finding ofpiag iarism (though not afthe
punishment. if the finding of plagiarism is upheld) is possible through OSRR.

· CONFIDENTIAL FACULTY RE-P.rot!f' OF ACADEMIC DISHON ESTY

I.

Na me and ID number of Student

2.

Course in which the incident occurred _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dllte of the incident _ _ _ _ _ __

J.

Witnesses and role (e,g, student, faculty, stafl) if applicable:
Nanle: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Na me: _____________________________________________

4.

Nature of the alleged offence intended to gain unfai r acadl!mic advantage

I

5.

Bril!ny describe the incid ent and, if any, subseq uent investigation. How did you discover the incidenf! What events
d id you observe? What statements wue made by the persons present? You ma y attaeh an additional rellort.

6.

What actio ns did yo u take to sa nct ion the st udent?
(' None
(' Counselcd student
(' Reduction in assignment grade

r

Reduction in course grade

(' Other (please desc ri be)
7,

In your assessment, did the student und erstand that he or she
was committing an act of :Icademic dishonesty?

8,

Do yo u include a stat ement regarding academic dishonesty in your course documents? If so,

I

Yes, in the syllabus or on Blackboard

r

Yes, on individual exams or assignments

plea~e

provide it.

(' No
COlllments, ifallY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9.

Resolution Options
Based on this incident alone, do you recommcnd that the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities issue a warning
letter or file formal Charges?

Ilflte _________

Name of repOrling faculty member;

Department: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Contact Information: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Submiss ion Options:

[Print Form

I I Submit by Email

Click ~Prim Forni" button above, return completed form with allached copies of all suppOrling documentation 10: Office of
Student Rights & Responsibilities, Building 124, Room 127; or click ~Submit by Ema i l~ bunon above and attach copies of
all supporting documentation to the email.
T IH S INt<' ORMATION IS COMMUN IC ATE D ON A Nt;io;U-TO-KNOW BASIS
ANU IS I'KOTt:cn.:u HY TII"~ ,,'AMILY M)UCATIUNAL IUGHTS ANU I'IUVACY ACT

Cal Poly: Divis ion ofStllrJelll Affairs
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RESOLUTION ON FACULTY AFFAIRS
REVIEW OF RETENTION PROMOTION
AND TENURE FOCUS GROUP REPORT

1
2

WI IEREAS,

T be Academic Senate Research and Professional Development Committee during 2009 did a
review of the Retention Promotion and Tenure (RP7) Focus Group Report; and

WHEREAS,

On May 1 2009 the Academic Senate Research and Professional Development Committee
endorsed recommendations 1,2,3,6,7,8, and 9 of the RPT Focils Group Report; and

WHEREAS,

On JWle 22009 the Academic Senate endorsed recommendations 1,2,3,6,7,8, and 9 of

3
4
5

6
7

the RPT Focus Group Report; and

8

9
I0

WHEREAS,

13
14

On March 16 2010 the Academic Senate Instruction Committee submitted its comments to

recommendations 4, 5, la, and 11 of the RPT Focus Grollp Report; and

It
12
WHEREAS,

On Apri l 6 2010, recommendations 4, 5, 10, and II oftheRPT Focus Group Reporl were
forwarded to the Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee for its review; and

WHEREAS,

The Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Commiu(..'e concluded its review and submitted its
comments to recommendations 4, 5, 10, and II of the RPT Focus Group Report; thererore

15
16
17

18
19

20

be it

4, 5,

RESOLVED:

That the Academic Senate endorse the Faculty Affairs COlTuuittcc eonunents on items
10, and 11 of the RPT Focus Group Reporl as attached; and be it further

RESOLVED:

That the raeulty Affairs Committee comments be forwarded to the Provost and the members
oftne Retention Promotion and Tenure Focus Group for attachment in the RPJ' Focus

2l

22
23

24
25

Group Report.

Proposed by: Academic Senate Faculty Affairs Committee
Date:
October 25 20 10
Revised:
November 2 2010

- 42 Focus Group' s Recommendation #4. "The implementation of an online student evaluation pilot

program in the College of Ubera l Arts and the Orfalea College of Business to study and evaluate the
effectiveness, benefits, and disadvantages of online student eva luation,"
FAC observations:
The Faculty Affairs Committee agrees with the Focus Group' s Recommendation #4 . However the FAC

members have the following concerns:
1. As in the current system , on ly students that are actually attending class should be permitted to

evaluate

t~e

faculty.

2. The Provost designated comm ittee should contain significant faculty involveme nt.
3. The Provost designated committee should include AS I representation .
4. Facu lty must volunteer t o participa te in the pilot study.
5. A faculty member's student evaluation resu lts are confidential. The confidentiality of the data
m ust be ensured .
6. To aid in data mining, a student's eventual grade in the class should be linked to their
eva luation.
7. Automatically normalizing or scaling the results should be controlled by faculty committee.
8.

The pilot study should consider w hether it is necessary for the students to enter the data online
or if similar results and efficiencies can be gained through an im proved scanned form .

9.

The evaluation of the effectiveness of the pilot study must be accomplished with significant
faculty involvement.

Focus Group's Recommend at ion #5. " The University should explore the u se of electronic faculty
evaluation processes and set up a pilot process in one college."
FAC observations:
Faculty Affairs Committee agrees with the Focus Group's Recommendation #5. However the FAC
members have the following concerns:
1.

Faculty must volunteer to participate in the pilot study.

2.

The Administration must provide appropriate support to the faculty to en sure that faculty
workload does not increase due to participation in the pilot study.

3. The Provost designated committee should contain significant faculty involvement.

4.

As in t he current system, W PAF files must be returned to the faculty member. The system must
ensu re that no copies are maintained elsewhere.

S.

The pilot study mu st allow for, and support, a reviewer who wants to use paper copy instead of
the electronic form at.

6.

The evaluation of the effectiveness of the pilot study must be accomplished with significant
faculty involvement.

Focus Group's Recommendation #10. "The University or colleges should articulate a policy indicating
how learning assessment can be linked to teaching, service, professional development, or some
combination of them all."
FAC observations:
Faculty Affairs Comm ittee agrees with the Focus Group's Recommendation #10, provided that the
recommendation refers to faculty participation in learning assessment rather than learn ing assessment
itself. The policy should be articulated at the .department level, rather than college or University.
FAe Recommendations on Focus Group recom mendati on

lao:

The departments should articulate policies indicating how or jf faculty participation in ass.essment
can be linked to teaching, service, professional development or some combination of them all.

Focus Group's Recommendation #11. "The University or colleges should provide direction for faculty
members to better evaluate teaching effectiveness."
FAe observations:
Faculty Affairs Committee agrees with the Focus Group's Recommendation #11, as formulated in the
above sentence. FAe members, however, do not agree with linking "instructor's process of defining
learning outcomes for their courses" t o the RPT process.
FAe opposes the Focus Group's assert ion that "All faculty members should include the course learning
outcomes in their syllabi so that teaching effectiveness can be evaluated against course learning
outcome."
FAC opposes the standardization of "student evaluations, grade distributions, and other relative
evaluative parameters," as recommended by the Focus Group. FAC recommendation :
Departments and colleges shou ld continue their work to update and further clarify t hei r RPT criteria
and processes and provide direction for faculty members to evaluate teaching effectiveness in the
peer review framework.
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Retention Promotion and Tenure Focus Group Report
February 5, 2009
Chair: AI Liddicoat, Assistant Vice President for Academic Personnel
Phil Bai ley. Dean College of Science and Mathematics
Bruno Gibcrti , Professor of Architecture
Linda Halisky, Dean College of Liberal Arts
Mike Miller, Dean of the Library Services
Mike Suess, Associate Vice President for Academic Pcrsormci
Brian Tietje, Associate Dean Orfalea College of Bus iness

Overview
The Retention, Promotion, and Tenure (RPT) Focus Group instituted by Provost Durgin was
given the task to review the RPT procedures and policies throughout the University, to identify
best practices and issues, and to make recommendations for areas of improvement. Faculty
members and administrators with a broad range of experiences and diverse backgrounds were
selected to participate in this focus group. The group began by reviewing campus policies,
conuniUee reports, and faculty survey resuJrs including the Collaborative On Academic Careers
in Higher Education (COACHE) swvey conducted during the 2006·2007 academic year, the
"Academic Senate Subcommittee on Research and Professional Development report to the
Academic Senate" dated May 8, 2007, and the "Recommendations on Providing Workload Relief
for the College of Engineering Faculty Engaged in Scholarly Activities". January 4, 2007. The
committee then idcntified a set of issues that affect probationary faculty members engaged in the
RPT process and their ability to be successful as teacher·scholars at Ca l Poly. Next. the
committee reviewed RPT policies, criteria, and practices, identified best practices, and considered
an electronic RPT evaluation process. Finally, the focus group compiled a set of
recommendations included in this report to improve facully success and the RPT policies,
procedures, and processes at CaJ Poly.

Collabo rative on Academic Careers in Highcr Education
In winter 2007, Cal Poly pa rticipated in the Coll aborative on Academic Careers in Higher
Education (COACHE) project endorsed by the Harvard Graduate School of Education. The
purpose of the project was to dctelTIline factors that are important to the success and job
satisfaction of probationary faculty, as well as to enhance the progmms that best serve the needs
of new faculty members at Cal Poly. The COACHE survey was designed to solicit the
perspectives o f full -time, tenure·track faculty members and to study aspects oftenurc and
promotion, the nature of work, policies and practices, as well as culture, climate, and collegial ity.
Fifty·six universities across the country participate in the survey, including seven California State
University Campuses· San Luis Obispo, Pomona, Fullenon, Long Beach, San Bernardino. San
Marcos, and Sonoma State University.
The COACHE survey results indicate that the probationary faculty members at Cal Poly fee l that
the criteria for tenure in the area of professional development and service are less clear and
reasonable as compared to the faculty members at the other instirutions that participated in tbe
survey. Specifically, faculty members from Cal Poly expressed lower satisfaction in the
follow ing areas:
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I.

Cal Poly faculty members rate thc tenure standards (acceptable threshold) in their

departments to be less dear than faculty members in the CSU and at other institutions
(what is expected is clear and reasonable as a sc holar, as a campus citizen, and as an
adv isor to students.)
2. Cal Poly faculty members report Jess satisfaction with resources and support for
scholarly activities than faculty members in the CSU and at other institutions (time,
number of courses, facilities, computing services, and research services.)
3. Cal Poly and CSU faculty members expressed concern over the effectiveness of a policy
on the upper limit on teaching and service obligations and the balance between family
and personal time.
4. Cal Poly faculty reports less satisfaction with opportunities ror collaboration and
proressional interaction with senior raculty than fac ulty in the CSU and at other
institutions.
The 2008 report of the Academic Senate Research and Professional Development Comm ittee
indicates that the understanding of the Teacher·Scholar Model needs strengthening on this
campus and that at times there is a lack of consistency among various levels of review in applying
the standards for tenure and promotion. Furthennore, this report indicates that the University
should provide clearer guidance on the expectations for Professional Development Plans (PDP)
and a process to approve and hold faculty members accountable to their plans. Peer advising
and/or mcntorship may provide an avenue for feedback as faculty members develop as teacher
scholars.
The Focus group reflected on the time demands of the probationary faculty. In order for faculty
members to be successful as teacher-scholars, the group felt that probationary faculty should have
sufficient time and resources to engage in scholarly activities, particularly during their first two
years at Cal Poly. This sentiment was reinforced in the Research and Professional Development
Committcc 's report. Furthermore, the conunittee affirmed that reduced service obligations, a
more efficient RPT process, and bener guidance on preparing working personnel aclion files and
professiona l development plans will increase faculty members' time for professional
development.

Best Practices
The foc lis group identified several best practices that could be used to guide college and
university recommendations. These practices include personnel policies and criteria processes, a
practical defi nition of the Teacher-Scholar Model, faculty professional development support,
digital archival of faculty work and accomplishments, facu lty development, online student
evaluations, and faculty mentoring. This section presents a brief overview ofthcsc best practices.
Personnel Policie.'i, Procedures, alld Eva/uat;oll Criteria. The College of Science and
Mathemat ics "Personnel Policies Procedures and Evaluation Criteria" is an example of an
efficicnt and consi stent RPT process that has been cstablished for all departments in the college.
The focus group identified the following positive aspects of this document:
• Reduced the number of performance evaluations during the tenure process (part lIT-B).
• Guidance on developing Working Personnel Action Files (WPAFs) for periodic reviews
(Part rv·A) and for pcrfonnance reviews (Part V-il).
• Example outline for preparing WPAFs (Appendix A).
• Criteria for reappoi ntment, tenure, and promotion (Part V·O).
• Periodic review of newly promoted tenured associate professors in 3!d Year (Part VII -A).
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•
•

Procedures for student evaluations (part X).
Candidates for promotion arc expected to submit a professional development plan with a
plan to sustain their role as leacher-scholars.

The "Library Faculty Handbook of Personnel Policies and Procedures" Section UI---4 provides an
example of the evaluation criteria for other factors of consideration. This document provides an
excellent discussion of collegiality. professionalism. and successful interaction with coworkers.
The document states that, "Collegiality represents a reciprocal relationship among colleagues
alld a value system that views diverse member~' ofa university community as criticaljor the
progress alld success o/its academic mission ... . Moreover, collegiality among associates
involves appreciation ofand respect for differences in expertise. ideas, background, and
vicwpoinls, ..

Teacher-Scholar Model. The Orfalca College of Business' "Facuhy Annual Report" (FAR)
provides an approach to col lege-wide resource allocation based on a quantitative review ofthc
accompl ishments and the professional development plans of the fac ulty, The FAR document has
also defined the Teacher-Scholar Model in a flexible way that allows faculty members to vary
their emphasis on teaching, research and service throughout their careers. In the FAR eva luation
process a weighting based on the faculty members' work emphasis is used in conjunction with an
established numcric criteria to computc a composite score. The locus of service obligations
changes from department to University as faculty members progress through the ranks. For
example, tenured faculty members are often expected to serve on Peer Rcview Committees and in
leadership positions within the dcpartment, college, and the University. The Orfalea CoUege of
Business uses an electronic tool, Digital Measures, to track faculty achicvement and activities for
resource allocation and accreditation purposes.
Faculty Professiorlal Development Support. Recently, the College of Liberal Arts has
established a system to support faculty membcrs in thcir professional development and scholarly
act ivities. Faculty mcmbers submit proposals to the College of Liberal Arts requesting onc or
more course release(s), student assistant support. or funds for travel that will cnable them to bring
their scholarly work to completion and present it to the community of scholars. The College
provides some funds and support for course releascs, and in some cases the Collcge partners wilh
departments to provide student assistant time and additional fi nancial support for facuhy
professional development. At times, CLA has been able to support special unexpected faculty
professional development opportunities in addition to their regul arly supported activities.
Examplcs of this supplemental support include a course release to finis h n textbook, travcl
support to allow faculty members to present their work at prestigious invitcd engagements such as
conccrts or performances, and support for student assistance in the collection and analysis of
research dala. In several cases, resources are used to supplcment partial support provided through
the State Faculty Support Grant Program or other simi lar funding sources. The College of Liberal
Arts reports that their support has been highly effective and not only has it enabled faculty
members to be successful in their scholarly activities, but also the support has enhanced faculty
morale and their sensc of scholarly community within the college.
Digital R epository of Faculty Work and Accomplishments. Many universities use electronic
tools to capture faculty accomplishments which can be used for dissemination of knowledge,
accreditation, alumni communications, advancement, and RPT purposes. Cal Poly is in the
process of implcmenting the Digital Commons to provide a repository for faculty work and
accomplishments. Faculty members voluntarily enter their work into the Digital Commons to
allow students, faculty members, staff, administrators, and the commun ity to access their
scholarl y work through all electronic portfolio. The Digital Commons provides an example of an
insti tutional rcposi tory capable of capturing infonnation and making it available in an electron ic
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portfolio. There may be opportunities to apply infonnniion technology such as the Digital

Commons (0 the RPT process and in some cases for program accreditation. Academic software
tools such as Digital Measures may interface directly with the library's Digital Commons and if
adopted this would create a seamless workflow from the college to the library, thus avoiding
duplicate effort.
Faculty Development. The COACHE survey included cllstom questions used to solicit feedback
on facu ll)' support that is provided through the Cenler for Teaching and Learning (CTL). 84%,
60%, and 29% of faculty reported that participating in CTL activities have strongly enhanced or
somewhat enhanced their tcaching, professional development, and service respect ively. More
strikingly 92%, 86%. and 58% of fcmale facu lty report that participating in crL activities have
strongly enhanced or somewhat enhanced their teaching, professional development , and servicc
respectively. These results indicate that the majority of probationary faculty members find that
their involvement in CTL has benefited their tcaching and professional development.
Funhennore, an overwhelming majority of fem ale facu lty report that their involvement with CT L
has enhanced their teaching, professional development, and service to the University.
OnUne Stude"t EIIQ/llul;ons. ' nfonnation provided through student eva luations is of particular

interest to the University since the data provides both fonnative feedback that call be used to
improve teaching effectiveness and summative feedback used for personnel actions. Some
departments in the College of Liberal Arts have been using online student evaluations for their
online courses and are intercsted in exploring the use of online student evaluations in face-to-face
courses. The esu, CFA, and Academic Senate CSU fonned a joint committee to investigate
sludent evaluations in response to Article 15. 19 of the Collective Bargaining Agrecment dated
May 15, 2007. This committec was charged to study the "best and most effective practices for
Ihe student evaluation offacuhy teaching effectiveness." The study evaluated instruments used
for student evaluation and the use of online student evaluations. The committee documented their
findings in the "Repon on Student Evaluations ofTeaehing," dated March 12, 2008. This repon
provides suggestions for implementing online student evaluations and interpreting the results of
these evaluations. Furthennore, the report encourages campuses to carry out research to assess
the validity and reliability of online student eva luations.
San Diego State University conducted a two-year fonnal study of on line student evaluations
during the 2004·2005 and 2005-2006 academic years. Thcir st udy investigated the response rate
and mea n ratings for traditional and on line student eval uations conducted for courses in the
Collcge of Professiona l Stud ies and Fine Arts. Paper "nd penci l and on line student eva luation
rcsults from forty-four courses that used five instruments with 5,972 respondents were analyzed.
The results of this study are documented in the "EDTEC 798: Independent Study - EITon
Report." The results of this study show that online student evaluations gcnerated higher response
rates for four of the five instruments ana lyzed. The researcher notes that the form that did not
demonstrate a higher online response rate had the smal lest sample size: two courses with 176
responses. The aggregate response rate for online eva luations was 82% as compared to 73% for
paper and pencil evaluations. No significant difference was found in the mean ratings for online
versus paper and pencil evaluations: 4.238 and 4.294 respectively.
San Jose State University's "Interpretation Guide fo r Student Opinions of Teaching
Effectiveness" documents a method to normalize the student evaluation results by departments
and colleges so that valid comparisons can be made. The affects of grade level, course size, and
major versus non-major courses were also analyzed. This report provides insight and methods
that can be used to gather and interpret student evaluation data. These methods could be used to
compare traditional and on line student eva luations and to help the University transition to online
student evaluations.
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Faculty Mentor-ing. The College of Agriculture, Food. and Environmental Sciences has
developc:..-d a fannal faculty m enlaTing program for their faculty. This is a volunteer menloring
program that has evolved over a period ofsevcn years. The college menlaTing progrnm
coordinator meets with interested faculty members in the fall quarter to explain the mentoring
program and the roles and responsibilities of the facu lty involved. Faculty members wishing to
be menlaTed fill out a survey to identify specific area of mcmoring interest. These areas of
interest include teaching. professional development, establishing a researc h program, faculty
advising. Ca l Poly culture, or other faculty defined topics. Similarly, faculty mentors fill out a
ronn that includes their strengths and identifies the areas that they feel qualified and comfortable
mentoring faculty membe rs. The mentoring program coordinator then pairs mentees with
mentors and asks them to work together to dcfine their expectalions,.goa ls, and plan to
accompl ish these goals. T he program coordinator tracks the mentoring relationships and
coordinates a recognition event in the spring quarter for the fac ulty participants.
Severa l fac ulty members have reported benefits from thc program and severa l fa culty members
who have been mentored later become mentors themse lves. The program coordinator
commented on non·traditional pairings such as an instance when a senior faculty member
requested mcntoring for the use of techno logy in his classroom and was paired with a junior
faculty member who was a technology expert. The mcntoring program coordinator plans to
fonnally evaluate the impact of the program using survey instruments in the ncar future .

Committee Recommendations
This section presents a list of recommendations identified by the committee and an
implementation table that includes champions and a rough timeline to guide the implementation.
The first five recommendations focus on enhancing University a nd college procedures, and the
remaining six recommendations include suggestions to clarify, support. and evaluate faculty
professional development, teaching, and service accompl ishments.
I.

The Un iversity should provide clear guiddines and n common format for the Working
Personnel Action File (WPAF). A conunon fonnat will fac ilitatc the preparation and
review of Working Personnel Action Files. The committee recommends thal the Universi ty
standardi 1.e a template of required materials which should be submitted in a small binder and
allow facu lty members to submit additional supporting ma terials in II separate binder as
needed. The small binder would include a summary of teaching and work assignments,
student evaluations. a list of scholarly activi"ties and research projects, and service activities.

2. Each cullege should establish common faculty e valuation proCl.'dures to be used for all
departments within the COllege. Many departments within a col lege have similar but
different RPT procedures. This adds to confusion of probationary faculty members within a
collcge and unnecessari ly complicates the work of the college peer revicw committee which
is rcquired to rcview and understand the documents for all of the departments they review.
Departments should usc the college procedures and amplify the college criteria used to
evaluate teaching. professional development, and service within thc discipline.
3. The University should recommend that colleges consider the multiyear a ppointment
procedurc for probationary faculty that has becn developed by the College of Science
and Mathematics. The multiyear appointment procedurc developed by CSM allows three 2·
year appointments for probationary faculty. In the first ycar of each two year appointment a
periodic review is conduc ted to provide faculty fo mlative fcedback as they make progress
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towards promotion and tenure. During probationary years two and four, summative
performance reviews are conducted for retention to a subsequent two·year appointment. In
year six, faculty members undergo a performance review for promotion and tcnure. This
procedure reduces the time facu lty memben spend preparing voluminous WPAF files for
performance reviews, as well as the time faculty members and administrators spend
reviewing materials, while providing fonnarive feedback each year to help develop and
prepare the facu lty to be successful as teacher·scholars.
4.

5.

6.

The implementation of an online student eva luation pilol program in the College of
Liberal Arts and the Orfalea College of Business to study and evaluate the effectiveness,
benefits, a nd disadvantages of online student evalua tion . Online student evaluations have
been successfull y implemented University-wide at San Diego State Un iversity with no
significant decrease in rcsponse rate or change in mean ra tings. Online student evaluations
provide a convenient mechanism for students to provide feed back of teaching effectiveness,
do not take time from course instruction, and give all students an opportunity to submit
feedback. The data collected via online student evaluations can be stored directl y into an
electronic database or faculty e-portfolio. On-line student evaluations s ignificantly reduce
thc time required to prepare and process evaluation packages by the department staff, faculty,
and ITS. Online student cvaluations allow easily customizablc instruments that may include
common questions defined by the University, college, department andlor instructor.
Electronic reports can automatically nonnalize or scale the results by factors such as course
Icvel, modes ofinstruclion, enrollment, or major versus non-major course. Thus electronic
data ana lysis and interpretation of student evaluations may better inform instructors and
reviewers of facully teaching effectiveness. The Provost should designate a committee to
develop an RFP, evaluate potential vendors, and report recommendations to the Deans'
COlUlcil. Members of the vendor selection committee shou ld include a college dean or
associate dean, and representatives from the Academic Senate, Academic Personnel, ITS, and
the Library.
The University should explore the use of electronic faculty eva lU lltion processes and set
up a pilot process in one COllege. Several software tools are available thai facil itate
electronic rcvicw of fac ulty mcmbers via e-portfolios; thc committce brieOy reviewed the
Activity Insight softwarc package fro m DigitalMeaj·ures. 10 T here appear to be several
advantages to lIs ing an e-porlfolio for faculty evalua tions. These advantages include
extracting a nd archiving information directly fro m Uni versi ty databases such as teaching
assign ments, grading patterns, studen l evaluation results, and schola rly work included in the
Digital Commons; consistent organization, Ultegorization, and presentation of mate ri als; the
ability to rUII reports and summarize data electronically; and electronic control over the
evaluation process (online access to personnel files, deadline notification, verification of
process requi rcments, automatic WPAF access logs, and security to protect personnel
information). The Provost should designate a committee to develop an RFP, evaluate
potential vendors, and report recommcndations to the Deans' Council. Members of the
vendor selection committee should include a college dean or associate dean, and
representatives from the Academic Senate, Academic PersOIUlel, ITS, and the Library.
The Univer s ity should produce a compre hensive statement on scholarship and
professional d evelopme nt to r enec t the Univers ity'S vision of the Teacher-Scholar
Model. This statement should define the Teacher-Scholar Model within the contex t of Cal
Po ly and it should be in concert with the Teacher-Scholar section of the WASC self-study
and the various other University documents on this subject. The statement will provide
guidance to fac ulty members as they develop as teacher-scholars at Ca l Poly and should
inc ludc the bene fi ts of the Teacher-Scholar Model 10 the students, facu lty and the Uni versity.
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7. T he University should estab lish guidelines 10 assist fac ulty In the development of
Professiona l Deve lopment Plans to encompass teach ing, sc holars hipfp roressio nal
deve lopment, and service, a nd to clar ity the method by which they w ill report the
progress they have made toward th eir goals. Probationary faculty members arc expected
to write and maintain Professional Development Plans (PDP) that communicate their
scholarly goals and state what they intend to accomplish by the time they are considered for
tenure and promotion. The PDP should include a timeline for activities that support their
tenure and promotion requests, short· and long-tenn goals, scholarly aClivities of substantial
quality, and intended external validation of their work. In addition, the University should
define a common process for faculty to submit Professional Development Plans, gain the
endorsement of their peers and approval by their dean/provost, update and arch ive the plans
as they progress, and define how faculty members report their accompli shments against their
plans in the RPT process. Candidates for promotion should be expected to submit a five-yea r
plan indicating how they will sustain their development as teacher-scholars.

8. T he University should establish an environment li nd develop th e resources to support
raculty member s in their endeavor to beco me successrul tcacher-sc holars. Pol icies
should include reduced teaching and service assignments for new faculty members to allow
them to focus on developing their teaching and scholarly activities as they begin their careers
at Cal Poly. Deans should dedicate funds 10 provide assigned time for scholarly activities.
Departments should be encouraged to schedule courses such that faculty members have
blocks of time to focus on scholarly activities.
9. Specific criteria and expectations regarding serv ice should be included i.n college RPT
guidelin es. The COACHE survey indicates that the University should better define the
service expectations for tenure. A lack of clarity of criteria leads to misaligned priorities and
unnecessary anxiety for the faculty. The college RPT documents should include a discussion
about the expectation of service contributions and the roles and responsibilities offaculty
members as they progress from assistant to full professor.

10. T hc University or colleges should articulate a policy indicating how learning asscssment
can be linked to tcachin g, ser vice, p rofcssion al development, or so me co mbina tion of
(hem all. Faculty members have a significant role in learning assessment for the courses they
teach, program curricula, program accredi tation, and the scholarship oftcaching. Currently
college and department RPT documents arc silcnt and ambiguous on facu lty expectations in
the area of learning assessment. Clarity offaculty expectations with respect to learning
assessment will lead to a better understanding and implementation of learning assessment.
II. T he Universily or colleges should p rovide direction ro r raculty members to better
eva lu ate leaching efrectiveness. Peer Review Committee evaluators need guidance in how
to best detennine if instructors are effective teachers. Examples might include evaluating the
instructor's process of defining learning outcomes for their courses, developing appropriate
measures to assess learning, and developing course content and activities that achieve student
learning. All faculty members should include the course learning outcomes in their syUabi so
that teaching effectiveness can J:?e evaluated against course learning outcomes. Quantitative
data related to teaching effectiveness such as student evaluations. grade distributions, and
other relevant evaluative parameters should be standardized. Student evaluation surveys
could be rewritten to place greater importancc on learning and the instructor's role in
facilitating student learning in order to better assist faculty members in evaluating effective
teaching and learning. In accordance with the MOV requi rement to consult with the faculty
of a department or eq uivalent unit, co llege deans should address the cxpectation of
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probationary faculty to evaluate all courses and amend college guidelines accordingly.

Colleges should expect probationary facu lty to include a constructive narrative statement
reflecting and interpreting the results of their student evaluations.

Recommendation Implementation Table
common formal

Academic

RPT
Ii

student evaluations

Provost
Provost

I

AY

on

7. PDP

and

assessment pol icy
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RESOLUTION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
ACADEMIC SENATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE TO REVIEW GRADUATE
CURRlCULA

I
2
3
4
5
6

WHEREAS,

Faculty members who serve on the Academic Senate Curriculum COlmnittee, who

arc always experienced in undergraduate education, do not always have experience
teaching in graduate programs or in thesis supervision; and
WHEREAS,

Some recent newly proposed graduate programs have been nontraditional
programs, offered to working professionals, in special session, or online; and

WHEREAS,

Cal Poly anticipates morc graduate programs, traditional and nontraditional, over

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
I7
18
19
20
21
22

the next several years; and
WHEREAS,

Newly proposed graduate programs and courses warrant careful review by faculty
members with experience in graduate teaching and thesis supervision; iherefore be
it

RESOLVED: T hat the Academic Senate establish a standing subcommittee of the Academic
Senate CutTiculum Committee to review graduate course and program proposals;
and be it furt her
RESOLVED; That the Constitution ofthe Faculty and Bylaws ofthe Academic Senate be
amended as follows:
To be added under VII I. H.2

23
24

25

2. Curriculum (and its subcommittee§.: U.S. Cultural Pluralism and Graduate
Programs subcommjttee~

26
27

To be added under 1.2.b.

28

29

Graduate Programs Subcommittee

30
31

32
33
34

There will be a stand ing subcommittee of the Curricu lum Committee responsible
ror the review of proposals for new/revised graduate courses and programs. As
with the Cultural Pluralism subconunittee onhe Curriculum Committee (AS-396
92-CC), Graduate Program.<; subcommittee members sha ll not be comprised ora

-53
35

36

37
38
39

40
41

subset of the Curriculum Committee. but instead. members shall include one
faculty member from each college with experience in graduate level teaching and
supelVisio n. the chair of the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee (or a
designee of tile chair>. and as an ex officio member. the Dcan of Research and
Graduate Programs. Recommendations from this subcommittee will be forwarded
to the Curriculum Committee who will. in tum. submit them to the Academic
Senate for approval.

Proposed hy:

Date:

Academic Senate Executive Committee
October 27 2010

adopted Deeember 1, 1992

AS-396-92/CC
RESOLUTION ON THE FORMATION OF A SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Background Statement:

This resolution is a companion to that above and addresses the composition and responsibilities
of the committee which will evaluate the content ofeourses subm itted fo r fulfillment of the
cu ltural pluralism baccalaureate requirement. We propose a subcommittee of the Curriculum
Com mittee becausc all new courses and substa ntial changes to old ones should be considered by
the CC; yet this is a specific area ofrevicw which merits its own deliberations.
WHEREAS,

The establishment ora subcommittee ora standing academic senate committee
involvcs a change in the Constitution and By-Laws of the Academic Senate; be it

RESOLVED, That said Constitution and By-Laws be amended as follows:
To be added under 1.3.b.
(I)
Cultural Pluralism Requirement Subcommiuee:
There will be a standing subcommittee of the Curricu lum Committee for the initial review of
courses proposed to fulfill the Cultural Pluralism l3accalaureale requirement. This subcommittee
shall consist of seven voting members. one from each collc2e and onc from the professional
starr.
Terms shall be for two years. 'staggered to ensure continuity.

Senate caucuses wi ll so lici t and receive application for membership. The slnte of V 121icants
will be rorwarded to the Curricu lum Committee who will appoint members.
A chair orth is subcommittee will be electcd from the subcommittee members each academic
year.
Ex offic io members shall be the Director of Ethnic Studies and a representative rrom the General
Education and Breadth Committee and the Curriculum Committee.
Selection of courses to rulfill the requ iremen t shall fol low the criteria listed in AS-395-920
Recommendations from this subcommittee will be forwarded to the Curriculum Committee who
will. in tum, submi t them to the Academic Senate fora vote.

submitted by the Academic Senate Curriculum Committee
Christina A. Bailey. Chair

